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Introduction to the toolkit
Legislating for the security sector is a complex
and difficult task. Many lawmakers thus find it
tempting to copy legislation from other countries.
This expedites the drafting process, especially
when the texts are available in the language of the
lawmaker, but more often than not, the result is
poor legislation.

What is in the toolkit?

Even after being amended, the copied laws are
often out of date before coming into effect.
They may no longer be in line with international
standards or they may not fully respond to the
requirements of the local political and societal
context. Copied laws are sometimes inconsistent
with the national legislation in place.

The following series have been published or are
being processed:

In some cases, there is simply no model law
available in the region for the type of legislation
that is needed. This has been the case in the Arab
region, where the security sector has only slowly
begun to be publicly debated. It is thus difficult to
find good model laws for democratic policing or for
parliamentary oversight of intelligence services.
It is therefore not surprising that many Arab
lawmakers have felt frustrated, confused, and
overwhelmed by the task of drafting legislation for
the security sector. They found it difficult to access
international norms and standards because little
or no resources were available in Arabic. Many
of them did not know where to search for model
laws and several were about to give up. Some
eventually turned to DCAF for assistance.
The idea of a practical toolkit for legislators in
the Arab region came when practitioners began
looking for a selection of standards, norms and
model laws in Arabic that would help them draft
new legislation. Experts from the Arab region and
DCAF thus decided to work together and develop
some practical tools.

Who is this toolkit for?
This toolkit is primarily addressed to all
those who intend to create new or develop
existing security sector legislation. This
includes parliamentarians, civil servants, legal
experts and nongovernmental organisations. The
toolkit may also be helpful to security officials and,
as a reference tool, to researchers and students
interested in security sector legislation.
6

The bilingual toolkit contains a number of
booklets in English and Arabic that provide norms
and standards, guidebooks as well as practical
examples of model laws in various areas of security
sector legislation.

•

Police legislation

•

Intelligence legislation

•

Military Justice legislation

•

Status of Forces Agreements

Additional series will be added as the needs arise.
The existing series can easily be expanded through
the addition of new booklets, based on demand
from the Arab region.
For the latest status of publications please visit:
www.dcaf.ch/publications

What is the purpose of this toolkit?
The toolkit seeks to assist lawmakers in the Arab
region in responding to citizens’ expectations.
Arab citizens demand professional service from
police and security forces, which should be
effective, efficient and responsive to their needs.
They want police and security organisations
and their members to abide by the law and
human right norms and to be accountable for
their performance and conduct. The toolkit thus
promotes international standards in security
sector legislation, such as democratic oversight,
good governance and transparency.
The toolkit offers easy access in Arabic and English
to international norms as well as examples of
legislation outside the Arab region. This allows
to compare between different experiences and
practices.
The scarcity of Arab literature on security sector
legislation has been a big problem for Arab
lawmakers. The toolkit seeks to address this
deficiency. One of its aims is to reduce time
lawmakers spend on searching for information,
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thus allowing them to concentrate on their main
task. With more information becoming available
in Arabic, many citizens and civil society groups
may find it easier to articulate their vision of the
type of police and security service they want and
to contribute to the development of a modern and
strong legal framework for the security sector.

Why is it important to have a strong
legal framework for the security
sector?
A sound legal framework is a precondition for
effective, efficient and accountable security sector
governance because:
•
•
•
•
•

It defines the role and mission of the different
security organisations;
Defines the prerogatives and limits the power
of security organisations and their members;
Defines the role and powers of institutions,
which control and oversee security
organisations;
Provides a basis for accountability, as it
draws a clear line between legal and illegal
behaviour;
Enhances public trust and strengthens
legitimacy of government and its security
forces.

For all these reasons, security sector reform often
starts with a complete review and overhaul of the
national security sector legislation. The point is to
identify and address contradictions and the lack
of clarity regarding roles and mandates of the
different institutions.
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How to use this tool?
Based on its history and political
constitution, each federation or state has
specific needs and expectations towards
its military justice system. Respective
legislation should reflect these expectations.
Despite their specific situation, countries
can benefit from other nations’ experience
as well as from international standards
and best practices in the field of military
justice legislation. The military justice series
of the toolkit “Legislating for the Security
Sector” facilitates the drafting process
and development of this legislation by
providing international standards and
models of democratic and modern military
justice legislation.
Although each military justice system
is unique, some common elements for
a sound structure of legislation can be
identified. The Editorial Board of the
toolkit “Legislating for the Security Sector”
developed a grid that highlights these
elements. Typically, such laws should be
concise and general, comprise only the
most necessary provisions and refer to
other relevant national legislation and
international laws and standards. Specific
issues and details should be addressed
separately in regulatory texts, such as
rules of procedure. The advantage of this
method is that the legislation remains
clearly structured and can be more easily
amended as it does not necessarily need to
pass the more complex legislative approval
process.
This booklet contains the Colombian
military criminal code reorganised by
topic, as shown on the right. This allows
legislators to easily identify the specific
topics that need to be covered in such
a law, as well as to compare between
different models of laws.
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Table1: The analytical grid for comparing military
justice legislation

Subject

Content

Context

• Context with the legal framework of
the country
• Relation to other state institutions
and the society

Concept, mission
and principles

• Concept of the military justice system
• Mission of the military justice system
• Underlying principles, vision and
values

Structure and
organisation

• Organisation of military courts,
including appeal courts
• The administration of the system

Personnel

• Human resources
• Employment (conditions, procedures,
etc.)
• Ethics and personal conduct

Jurisdiction

• Personal scope of jurisdiction
• Material scope of jurisdiction
• Temporal and territorial scope of
jurisdiction
• Military justice and grave human
rights violations

Judicial
• Elements of judicial independence
independence,
and impartiality
transparency and • Institutional and procedural
good governance
guarantees of judicial independence
and impartiality
• Provisions regarding transparency
• Good governance principles in
general
Interaction
between civilian
and military
systems

• Provisions regarding the relations
between civilian and military
jurisdiction and system

Prosecution and
procedures

• Framework and competences of the
military prosecution
• Provisions regarding criminal
procedures
• Provisions regarding disciplinary
procedures
• Duties and rights

Other

• Information not related to topics
previously mentioned above
• Clarifications regarding removed
articles
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The Colombian military justice system
Overview

Judicial Independence

The Colombian military justice system builds on
a history of almost 200 years. Colombia adopted
Spain’s concept of military justice and included it
in its first national basic law of 1811. Consecutive
constitutions endorsed this concept without
major modifications. The constitution of 1886 then
established the fundamental principles of military
jurisdiction and military penal justice.

The Colombian military justice system is part of
the Ministry of Defence. The Commander-in-Chief
of the Armed Forces, the Commanders of the
Land, Air and Naval Forces, and the Director of
the National Police jointly form the Military Penal
Justice Council. The Minister of Defence consults
this council for advice. A Brigadier General, the
Executive Director ‘Military Justice’, runs the
military justice system on the operational level.

The current Colombian military penal code (Law
522, 1999) builds on the basic law of 1991. Its
coming into effect in summer 2000 marked the
beginning of a transition period for both the civil
and military judiciary. The new penal code (Law
599) and the law on penal procedures (Law 600)
followed in the same year. The Colombian military
judiciary represents one of the rare military justice
systems that also encompass the police. Under
the term “Fuerza Pública” (public security forces),
both the armed forces with all their services
(headquarters organisation, land forces, air force
and naval forces) and the national police are
subject to military jurisdiction (“Fuero Militar”).
At the turn of the last century, many observers
saw in Colombia signs of a failing state. The state
institutions had lost control over large parts of the
territory. The security forces were no longer able
to provide security to the citizens and uphold
the rule of law. The forces themselves committed
serious human rights violations.
The weakness of the state gave rise to a high
degree of violence, lawlessness and corruption.
Crimes went largely unpunished because of
an unresponsive and corrupt justice system. To
remedy the situation, the Colombian government
initiated a security sector reform (SSR) process
and improved security sector governance (SSG).
With the support of the Clinton administration,
President Pastrana launched a reform programme
entitled “Plan Colombia” in 1999, which included
both civil and military judiciary reforms. As a
result of these reforms, the security forces have
succeeded to improve their human rights record.
Nevertheless, human rights organisations still
continue to report on human rights violations and
criticise the slow response of the military justice
system.

Article 214 of the military penal code 1999 states
that “under no circumstances may members of the
Security Forces exercise their function of command
simultaneously with investigation, indictment and
trial proceedings duties”. In line with international
standards, Article 201 stipulates that “in their
court orders, judicial officials shall be subject only
to the Constitution and the rule of law. Fairness,
jurisprudence, general principles of law and case
law are auxiliary criteria of court activity”. Military
judges and penal attorneys have to prove the
absence of any personal bond to the parties of the
trial and the accusation as such.
The Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces
presides over the Military Supreme Court (Art.
235/236). This violation of the principle of
independence remains limited in scope as Article
214 states that the Commander-in-Chief is not
authorised to carry out any judicial function.

Interactions between the civil and the
military justice systems
There has been a growing overlap and a shift of
competences from military to civilian judiciary
since the adoption of Law 522 in 1999. Already
in 1997, a Constitutional Court ruling (C-358)
defined that military offences which include
civilian victims are transferred to the civil penal
court. Pressure by foreign governments and
human rights organisations also contributed to
this development.
According to Article 18 of Law 522, the military
justice system does not have authority to rule on
civilians. The Articlestates clearly that all topics not
regulated by the military penal code have to be
submitted to civilian justice. Article 234 assigns to
9
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the (civilian) Supreme Court of Justice a wide range
of competences over military appeal procedures.
Furthermore, the (civilian) chief public prosecutor’s
office is officially part of the military court. This
appointment intends to foster compliance with
human rights standards and judicial independence.
It also protects the victim’s right to effective access
to justice. Article 3 of Law 522 marks a major turning
point in military penal law. It transfers jurisdiction
on human rights violations within the armed forces
to civilian jurisdiction.
Furthermore, a harmonisation of civilian and
military legal practice has taken place. Military
courts have to adopt provisions which are similar
to those issued in earlier civilian cases.
Sources:

Military legislation in Colombia
The present military justice law builds on provisions
of the Colombian constitution of 1991. Direct
reference to military tribunals and the military
penal code is made in Article 221. Articles 93 and
94 outline the wider framework. These articles
confirm that international treaties and human
rights conventions are core values and thus prevail
over national legislation.
Procedural legislation, such as the Law 270 of 1996,
outlines the competences of the Higher Council
of Judiciary. This council has the power to decide
on conflicts of competences between the civil and
the military jurisdiction. The civil code of penal
procedures is also part of procedural legislation since
no particular military code of procedures exists.
Further legislation refers to the organisation of
Military Justice, such as the Decree 1512 of 2000.
The decree establishes the Directorate of Military
Penal Justice inside the Ministry of Defence, the
highest body of Military Justice Administration.
Finally, Law 909 (2004) sets the norms of
employment and career in public functions. It
applies to Military Justice Personnel and allows
the Directorate of Military Justice to set standards
for the selection and training of military judges
and other personnel.
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•

Andrew Bonwide, Protection in Colombia, a Bottomup Approach, HPG Background Paper (London:
Humanitarian Policy Group, 2006)

•

Richard Downes, Landpower and Ambiguous Warfare,
(Carlisle: Strategic Studies Institute of the US Army War
College, March 1999)

•

See Wolf Grabendorff, ‘Limited Security Sector Reform
in Colombia’ in Security Sector Reform in Challenging
Environment, eds., Hans Born and Albrecht Schnabel
(Geneva: Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of
Armed Forces, 2009)

•

International Crisis Group, The Virtuous Twins: Protecting
Human Rights and Improving Security in Colombia, Policy
Briefing No. 21 (Bogotá/Brussels: May 2009)

•

Justicia Penal Militar, Revista de la Justicia Penal Militar de
Colombia, No. 5, No. 6, No. 8 (Bogotá: September 2004,
September 2005. February 2008)

•

Joseph Nuñez, Fighting the Hobbesian Trinity in
Colombia: A New Strategy for Peace, (Carlisle: Strategic
Studies Institute of the US Army War College, April 2001)

•

Ramón D. Ortiz, Amenazas transnacionales a la
seguridad, tecnología e ingobernabilidad: el caso de
Colombia, Colaboraciones No. 11 (Madrid: Grupo de
Estudios Estratégicos, September 1999)

•

Council on Foreign Relations, Toward Greater Peace and
Security in Colombia, Independent Task Force Report
(New York: October 2000)
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The Code, presented
in the analytical grid
Subject

Articles of the Colombian Military Criminal Code (1999)
Offenses related to the service
ARTICLE 2
Pursuant to firsthand proof, the judicial authority in charge of hearing the
case shall establish the jurisdiction in accordance with the constitutional,
legal and regulatory provisions that regulate the actions of the security
forces.
Rights over Criminal Prosecution
ARTICLE 219
Criminal prosecution is assumed by the State and is exercised by the judicial
authorities in charge of preliminary investigation, indictment and judgement
pursuant to court decision or upon request of a party, under the terms
established in this code.
Final provisions
Effectiveness
ARTICLE 608

Context

Except as set forth in the previous ARTICLE, this law shall be in effect one (1)
year after it is proclaimed as long as the corresponding bylaws that define
the structure for Administering Military Penal Justice are in effect.
Validation of Law 522 through the signature of:
The President of the honorable Senate of the Republic,
The Secretary General of the honorable Senate of the Republic,
The President of the honorable House of Representatives,
The Secretary General of the honorable House of Representatives,
REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA – NATIONAL GOVERNMENT
Let it be known and enforced.
In Santa Fe de Bogotá, D. C., on August 12, 1999.
The Minister of the Interior and the Minister of Justice and Law,
The Minister of National Defense.
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Military Jurisdiction
ARTICLE 1
Courts Martial or Military Courts shall oversee offenses committed by
members of the security forces on active service and in relation thereto,
according to the provisions in this code. Such Courts or Tribunals shall
consist of members of the security forces on active service or retired.
Offenses Related to the Service
ARTICLE 2
Offenses committed by members of security forces derived from exercising
typical military or police functions are service-related crimes.
Legality
ARTICLE 6
No one may be accused, investigated, tried or convicted for an action that is not
explicitly established as punishable by current military criminal law or ordinary
criminal law at the time such crime was committed, nor be subjected to penalties
or security measures that are not provided therein. Penalties or security measures
may not be applied under conditions that are different from those established
by law.
Elements of the Crime
ARTICLE 7

Concept, mission and
principles

In order to be considered punishable, the behavior must be standard,
unlawful and culpable.
Favorability
ARTICLE 11
With respect to criminal matters and criminal procedures, the permissive
or favorable law, even if subsequent, shall be applied in preference to the
restrictive or unfavorable law. This principle also applies to those already
convicted of a crime.
Analogy Exclusion
ARTICLE 12
Except for favorability cases, any application of the criminal law by analogy
is strictly prohibited.
Equality before the Law
ARTICLE 13
The Military Criminal law shall be applied to members of the security forces,
without taking into consideration any circumstances different from those
established in the Constitution and the Law.
Res Judicata
ARTICLE 14
Any person that has been indicted, convicted or acquitted through final
judgment or through court order of the same binding force, shall not be
tried again for the same action, except in such legally provided exceptions
with respect to the action under revision.

12
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Knowledge of the Law
ARTICLE 15
Ignorance of the Criminal Law does not constitute exemption from liability,
except for exceptions contained therein. Under no circumstances may the
Criminal Law go into effect prior to its enactment.
Natural Judge
ARTICLE 16
Whenever the members of security forces on active service commit a crime as
defined in this code or others being in relation to the service, they may only
be tried by the judges and courts specified in this code and appointed prior
to the perpetration of such crime.
Purpose of the Sentence and of the Security Measures
ARTICLE 17
The purpose of a court sentence in the Military Criminal Law is to set an
example and to provide for retribution, prevention, protection and social
reinsertion purposes. The security measures pursue healing, protection and
rehabilitation.
Prevalence of Standard Guidelines
ARTICLE 19

Concept, mission and
principles

The standard guidelines are mandatory; they prevail over any other provision
in this code and shall be used as the basis for interpretation.
Concurrence of Offenses
ARTICLE 30
Whoever, committing a single action or omission or several actions or
omissions, violates several provisions of the criminal law or the same
provision several times, shall be tried for the one that imposes the severest
sentence, amounting up to the double regardless of the nature of the
concurrence.
Punishment in Concurrence
ARTICLE 31
The standards that set out the severity of a sentence in the case of
concurrence of offenses, shall also apply to the case of related crimes that
would have been tried and judged separately.
Sentences may not be accumulated for offenses committed after judgment
by the first or only instance, nor for sentences already executed, nor those
imposed on crimes committed during the time that the person is deprived
of his/her liberty.
Single or Continuous Crime
ARTICLE 32
Whenever perpetration of a crime is fragmented into several actions or
omissions it shall be deemed a single crime.
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Limit for Concurrence Sentence
ARTICLE 33
The applicable sentence to a concurrence of crimes may not be more
than the mathematical sum of the applicable sentences to the respective
crimes.
To the effects of the foregoing, three (3) days of arrest are equivalent to one
(1) day of imprisonment.
Absence of Liability
Causes for Justification
ARTICLE 34
The action is justified:
1.

When acting in strict compliance with a legal duty.

2.

(When acting) in compliance with a lawful order issued by competent
authority in accordance with the corresponding legal formalities.

3.

(When acting) in lawful exercise of a right, a legal activity or public
office.

4.

When acting on the need to defend oneself or someone else’s rights
against an actual or imminent unjustified aggression, so long as the
defense is proportionate to the aggression.
A defense is presumed legitimate whenever a person repels a stranger
who, inappropriately, tries to enter or has entered his/her home or
immediate property, regardless of the injury caused to the intruder.

Concept, mission and
principles
5.

When acting on the need to defend one’s own or someone else’s right
against an actual or imminent danger, otherwise inevitable, which the
officer did not cause intentionally or by recklessness, and which he did
not have any legal obligation to confront.

Whoever exceeds the characteristic limits of any of the preceding justified
causes shall incur a penalty of no less than a sixth of the minimum nor more
than half of the maximum penalty established for the offense.
Grounds for Innocence
ARTICLE 35
Not guilty is:
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1.

Whoever performs the action or omission due to unforeseeable
circumstances or force majeure.

2.

Whoever acts under overwhelming external coercion.

3.

Whoever performs the offense under the erroneous and unshakable
conviction that his/her action or omission is legal. If the error is a result of
negligence, the act shall be punishable if such is deemed negligent by law.

4.

Whoever acts under the erroneous and unshakable conviction that
some of the necessary elements do not concur in the action or omission
so that the offense would conform to its legal description. Whenever
such error falls on aggravating circumstances, the latter shall not be
taken into account.
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Unsuitability
Concept
ARTICLE 36
A person is deemed unsuitable when, at the time of committing the crime,
he/she does not have the mental capacity to understand its unlawfulness
or that such lack of understanding is due to psychological immaturity or
mental impairment.
Culpability
Willful Misconduct, Negligence or Damage Beyond Intent
ARTICLE 39
Only crimes of willful misconduct shall be sanctioned unless the law itself
expressly establishes sanctions for negligent conduct or conduct leading to
damage beyond intent.
Modes
ARTICLE 40
No one may be punished for an offense that has not been perpetrated
through willful misconduct, negligence or a way of acting that leads to
damage beyond intent.

Concept, mission and
principles

Judicial Treatment and Publication
ARTICLE 46
All punishment shall be imposed through the pronouncement of judgment.
The judge shall send a copy of the sentence to the National Penitentiary
Institute and to the corresponding office of the Force to which the convict
belongs.
Probation
Concept
ARTICLE 71
In a first, second or single instance judgment, pursuant to court decision
or upon request of the party, the judge may suspend the execution of a
sentence for a period of probation of two (2) to five (5) years, as long as the
following requirements are met:
1.

That the penalty consists of detention or does not exceed three (3)
years of imprisonment.

2.

That the personality, nature and modes of the offense may lead the
judge to assume that the defendant is not in need of correctional
treatment.

3.

That these are not offenses against discipline, service, and honor,
government facilities destined for national security and defense, the safety
of security forces or self-mutilation.
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Parole
Concept
ARTICLE 75

Concept, mission and
principles

The judge shall grant parole to a convict who has been sentenced to
more than three (3) years of confinement or to more than two (2) years of
imprisonment once he/she has served three fifths (3/5) of the sentence, as
long as his/her personality, good conduct in the correctional facility and
his/her overall background, lead to assume a positive social rehabilitation.
Compensation for Damages
ARTICLE 106
The offense creates the obligation to repair the material and moral damages
derived thereof.
The administration of the Military Justice System
Imprisonment
ARTICLE 48
A prison sentence consists of the deprivation of personal liberty and shall
be served in a military or police prison facility in the manner provided by
law.
Detention
ARTICLE 49
Consists of the deprivation of personal liberty and shall be served in a
detention facility of the corresponding military or police unit in the manner
provided by law.
Fine
ARTICLE 50

Structure and
organisation

A fine consists of the obligation to pay, on behalf of the entity or agency
that the law or regulation indicate, the sum of current legal minimum
monthly salaries established in the judgment.
The amount of the fine shall be set in accordance with the seriousness
of the offense, the rank and economic situation of the convict, the daily
wages derived from his work, the civil obligations undertaken before
the offense and other circumstances that may indicate the capability of
paying
Two Instances
ARTICLE 207
Military criminal proceedings shall have two instances, except for exceptions
in the law.
Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Justice
ARTICLE 234
The Criminal Appeals Division of the Supreme Court of Justice hears and
determines:
1.

16

Extraordinary appeals of cassation.
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2.

Revisions in second instance judgments issued by the Military Supreme
Court.

3.

As the only instance and upon previous accusation by the Chef Public
Prosecutor of the Nation, criminal proceedings against Generals,
Admirals, Major Generals, Vice Admirals, Brigadier Generals, Rear
Admirals, against Military Supreme Court Justice Officials and
Prosecutors before this Corporation for crimes they have been charged
with.

4.

Second instance proceedings ruled in the first instance by the Military
Supreme Court.

5.

Consultation and remedy of appeal and protest in proceedings
heard in first instance by the Military Supreme Court as well as by the
Prosecutors before this corporation.

Military Supreme Court
Composition
ARTICLE 235
The Military Supreme Court shall be composed of its President who shall be
the Commanding General of the Military Forces, the Vice President and the
higher Justice Officials of the Courts.

Structure and
organisation

The President shall have the powers established by law for Presidents of
District Supreme Courts and shall swear in the employees appointed by the
Military Supreme Court.
The Vice President shall be a higher Justice Official elected by the Plenary
Council for a period of one (1) year and shall exercise the functions assigned
to him by the President and shall substitute for him during his temporary
absences.
The Corporation shall also have the subordinate personnel established by
the law.
Composition of the Decision Courts
ARTICLE 236
The Decision Courts of the Military Supreme Court shall be composed of
three higher Justice Officials each and presided by the respective speaker.
Decisions shall be made by a simple majority of votes.
When a judge declares him or herself prejudiced or whose objection is
accepted, a judge from one of the other Decision Courts shall be chosen
through random drawing.
Plenary Council
ARTICLE 237
The Plenary Council of the Military Supreme Court shall be made up by
the Commanding General of the Military Forces who shall preside, and the
judges of the corporation, and shall hold its ordinary session once every
month and extraordinary meetings whenever called by the President of
the corporation. The decisions of this Court shall be made by absolute
majority.

17
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The Plenary Council shall appoint the Vice President, the Governing
Chamber and the subordinate employees of the corporation, establish the
internal regulations of the Court and carry out other functions indicated by
the law and the regulations.
Jurisdiction of the Military Supreme Court
ARTICLE 238
The Decision Courts of the Military Supreme Court hear:

Structure and
organisation

1.

First Instance military criminal proceedings initiated against hearing judges,
except as provided for in paragraph three of article 234 of this code; against
Prosecutors of first instance courts, Military Law Judges and Military Criminal
Inquiry Judges, who may be law enforcement officers in active service, for
crimes committed while exercising their judicial functions.

2.

Revision of final judgments pronounced by first instance military
criminal courts.

3.

Consultation and remedy of appeal and protest in processes heard in
military criminal proceedings.

4.

Conflicts of competences that may arise between First Instance Military
Criminal Courts.

5.

Impediments and objections of first instance military judges and
military criminal inquiry judges.

6.

Requests for changes in location of military criminal proceedings.

First Instance Courts of the General Command of the Armed Forces
Superintendence of the General Command of the Armed Forces
ARTICLE 240
Except as provided in paragraph 3 of article 234 of this code, the
Superintendence of the General Command of the Military Forces hears
first instance military criminal proceedings against the director, officers,
students, non-commissioned officers, and soldiers of the Escuela Superior de
Guerra (Command and Staff College); against officers, non-commissioned
officers, soldiers of the Office of the Minister and of the General Secretariat
of the Defense Ministry; officers, non-commissioned officers and soldiers
of the Military Forces Headquarters, against the head Officers, noncommissioned officers and soldiers of the Presidential Residence Military
House, regardless of the force to which they may belong, and against officers,
non-commissioned officers and soldiers of the Military Forces assigned to
other government agencies.
First Instance Courts for the National Army
Superintendence of the Army
ARTICLE 241
Except as provided in paragraph 3 of article 234 of this code, the
Superintendence of the Army hears first instance military criminal
proceedings against officers, non-commissioned officers, and soldiers
of the Army Headquarters, against Division Commanders, and against
officers, non-commissioned officers and soldiers of the Army which
hearings are not attributed to other courts.
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Military Division Courts
ARTICLE 242
Except as provided in paragraph 3 of article 234 of this code, the Military
Division Courts hear first instance military criminal proceedings against
officers, non-commissioned officers and soldiers of the Division Command
Headquarters, against Brigade Commanders under the jurisdiction of the
respective division; against commanders, officers, non-commissioned
officers and soldiers of battalions and division units, and against directors
or commanders, officers, non-commissioned officers, students and soldiers
of the training and technical institutions located in the respective division.
First Instance Courts for the Air Force
Superintendence of the Air Force
ARTICLE 250
Except as provided in paragraph 3 of article 234 of this code, the
Superintendence of the Air Force hears first instance military criminal
proceedings against Officers, non-commissioned officers and soldiers of the
Air Force Command Headquarters, Commanders of Air Force Commands,
Air Force Bases, Air Force Groups, Directors of Air Force Training, Further
Training or Technical Schools and the Commander of the Air Force Infantry.
First Instance Courts for the National Police

Structure and
organisation

Court of the General Directorate of National Police
ARTICLE 255
The Court of the National Police General Directorate hears first instance
criminal proceedings initiated against Police Department Commanding
Officers, Commanding Officers of Metropolitan Police Forces, Directors of
Training, Further Training and Technical Schools and against high-ranking
National Police Officers.
Superintendence of the National Police
ARTICLE 256
The Superintendence of the National Police hears against subordinate
officers, non-commissioned officers, executive personnel, officers, and
personnel providing organisational military service at Headquarters; as well
as against students, non-commissioned officers, executive personnel and
the officers of the National Police General School and the National Police
Higher Studies Center; and also hears proceedings against police corps
personnel whose hearings are not attributed to other courts.
Police Department Courts
ARTICLE 258
The Police Department Courts shall hear first instance trials against noncommissioned officers, executive personnel, agents of the National Police
and personnel in active military service in the various police units in the
area assigned to them; as well as against students, non-commissioned
officers, executive personnel, officers and personnel in active military
service, personnel of the Training, Further Training and Technical Schools
under their jurisdiction, in accordance with the administrative organisation
established by law.
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Other First Instance Courts
Joint Command Court
ARTICLE 259
The Joint Military Command Court hears first instance military criminal
proceedings against Officers, non-commissioned officers and soldiers of
the Joint Command Headquarters and against Commanders, Officers, noncommissioned officers and soldiers of its organisational units.
Court Martial
Composition of the Court Martial
ARTICLE 560
The Court Martial shall be composed of the First Instance Judge who shall
preside over it and a Clerk appointed by him.
Legal Counsel
ARTICLE 561
If needed, the Court Martial may receive counsel from a War Auditor
appointed by its President.
Execution of Sentences

Structure and
organisation

Enforcement of Sentences
ARTICLE 584
Enforcement of the final judgment corresponds to the military judge who
heard the proceedings in the first or sole instance through an order given
to the administrative officers in charge of executing the sentence or the
security measure.
Copies of the Sentence
ARTICLE 585
Once the sentence has been pronounced, the judge shall send a true copy
to the director of the National Penitentiary and Correctional Institute, to the
commander or director of the force to which the convict belongs and to the
Chief Prosecutor.
Creation of Military or Police Jails
ARTICLE 586
In order to fulfill the sentences of deprivation of liberty imposed upon
military or National Police personnel, the national government shall create
the necessary military or police prison facilities, pursuant to the plans and
regulations presented by the Ministries of National Defense and of Justice
and Law.
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Execution of Security Measures
Internment of Unsuitable Persons
ARTICLE 591

Structure and
organisation

Whenever a security measure is imposed upon a person deemed unsuitable
due to temporary or permanent mental illness, the judge shall instruct the
director of the psychiatric facility to provide the necessary treatment.
Liberty under Surveillance
ARTICLE 592
Whenever liberty under surveillance is imposed, the judge shall advise the
local police authorities of this decision in order to comply with the provisions
in this Code.
Impartiality
ARTICLE 211
Judicial officers shall act with absolute impartiality throughout the trial.
Independence and Autonomy of the Judicial Magistrate
ARTICLE 214
Under no circumstances may members of the security forces exercise their
function of command simultaneously with the duties of investigation,
indictment and trial proceedings.
Hierarchy
ARTICLE 215
No member of the security forces may judge a superior in rank or seniority.
Plenary Council
ARTICLE 237

Personnel

The Plenary Council shall appoint the Vice President, the Governing
Chamber and the subordinate employees of the corporation, establish the
internal regulations of the Court and carry out other functions indicated by
the law and the regulations.
Military Prosecutors
ARTICLE 260
The Military Prosecutors shall exercise the function of legal qualification
of the crime/issuing indictment and bringing a charge in military criminal
proceedings and shall exercise their ordinary and permanent functions
before the Military Supreme Court and the tribunals who hear the case in
each of the instances pursuant to the provisions in this code.
Judicial Officers for Preliminary Investigation
The Ones Who May Be Examining Magistrates
ARTICLE 263
The military examining magistrates are:
1.

Magistrates of the Criminal Appeals Division of the Supreme Court of
Justice.
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2.

Magistrates of the Military Supreme Court.

3.

Military Criminal Inquiry Judges.

4.

Military Law Judges who, in special cases, may be appointed by the
judge in charge of the trial.

Preliminary Investigation Units
ARTICLE 266
Whenever the nature and complexity of the crime so requires, the
Commanding General of the Military Forces or the Director General of the
National Police, depending on the case, may form inquiry units composed
of several judges.
However, one of the judges shall be appointed director of the unit and shall
sign the court orders issued under his responsibility.
Military Law Judges
Functions
ARTICLE 267
Military Law Judges are legal advisors to First Instance Courts; they must
elaborate the concepts they are requested to work on, prepare the
fundamentals for court decision-making, and provide counsel to Court
Martial and other trials those (i.e. the First Instance Courts) may carry out.

Personnel

Attorney at Law
ARTICLE 297
Except for legal exceptions, an Attorney at Law must perform the role of
Defense Counsel.
Defense Counsel
Opportunity to Appoint a Defense Counsel
ARTICLE 298
The member of the Security Forces may appoint a defense counsel
at any time throughout the proceedings by personally presenting a
power of attorney before the corresponding authority and addressed
to the corresponding magistrate, who shall remove the defense counsel
appointed by the judge.
Court-appointed Defense
ARTICLE 299
In the event that there is no Public Defender at the location of the trial nor
does the syndicate appoint a Defense Attorney, a Defense Attorney shall be
assigned by the court.
Incompatibility in the Defense
ARTICLE 300
The defender may not represent two or more defendants or respondents
when opposing or incompatible interests among them may exist or arise.
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Prohibition of Degrading Comments on Participants Intervening in a
Process
ARTICLE 338

Personnel

Under no circumstances may the judge, the representative of the Chief Public
Prosecutor’s Office or any other person who intervenes in a proceeding
make degrading comments with respect to the parties to the trial or other
persons who intervene therein.
Military Jurisdiction
ARTICLE 1
Courts Martial or Military Courts shall oversee offenses committed by
members of the security forces on active service and in relation thereto.
Offenses Related to the Service
ARTICLE 2
Offenses committed by members of security forces derived from exercising
typical military or police functions are service-related crimes. In conformity
with the evidence adduced, the judicial authority in charge of hearing the
case shall establish the jurisdiction in accordance with the constitutional,
legal and regulatory provisions that regulate the activities of the security
forces.
Military Justice and Grave Human Rights Violations
Offenses not related to the Service
ARTICLE 3

Jurisdiction

Notwithstanding the provisions in the previous article, under no
circumstances shall the crimes of torture, genocide and forced
disappearance be considered related to the service, as construed under
the terms defined in international agreements and treaties endorsed by
Colombia.
Security Forces
ARTICLE 4
Security Forces shall consist exclusively of the Military Forces and the
National Police.
Investigation and Trial Proceedings of Civilians
ARTICLE 5
Under no circumstance may civilians be investigated or tried by military
criminal justice.
Natural Judge
ARTICLE 16
Whenever the members of security forces on active service commit crimes
as defined in this code or others being in relation to the service, they shall
only be tried by the judges and courts specified in this code and appointed
prior to the perpetration of such crime.
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Penalties
Principal Penalties
ARTICLE 44
Liable defendants shall be subject to the following principal penalties:
1.

Imprisonment.

2.

Detention.

3.

Fine.

Accessory Penalties
ARTICLE 45
Accessory penalties are the following, not as principal punishment
established sanctions:

Jurisdiction

1.

House arrest.

2.

Suspension of political rights and ban from holding public office.

3.

Prohibition to practice an art, profession or trade.

4.

Suspension of the parental authority.

5.

Absolute dismissal from the security forces.

6.

Prohibition to keep and bear arms.

7.

Prohibition to drink alcoholic beverages.

Suspension of Political Rights and Ban from Holding Public Office
ARTICLE 56
Suspension of political rights interdicts the convict from exercising all
political rights acknowledged in ARTICLE 40 of the Political Constitution.
The ban from holding public office includes exclusion from employment in
the security forces, as well as in any other national or local security agency
and other official armed corps.
Accessory Penalties to the Penalty of Imprisonment
ARTICLE 60
The penalty of imprisonment imposed upon the military and the police
implies the application of accessory penalties of absolute dismissal from
security forces and the suspension of political rights and ban from holding
public office for the same length of time as the principal penalty. Other
accessory penalties imposed shall be at the discretion of the judge according
to the provisions in this code with regard to the application of penalties.
In the case of offenses of negligence punished with imprisonment, the
accessory penalty of absolute dismissal from the Security forces shall not
apply.
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Circumstances
Criteria to Fix a Sentence
ARTICLE 65
Within the limits established by law, the judge shall fix the sentence in
accordance with the seriousness and the modality of the offense, the
personality of the defendant, the degree of culpability and the mitigating
or aggravating circumstances.
In addition to the above criteria, the degree of approximation to the moment
when the offense was committed and in the case of complicity, the degree
of effective contribution and help as well as the number of concurring
offenses shall be taken into account.
Mitigating Circumstances
ARTICLE 66
Are circumstances that mitigate the sentence, unless otherwise provided:

Jurisdiction

1.

Prior good conduct.

2.

To act on noble or altruistic motives.

6.

To strive on his/her own initiative to neutralize or lessen the
consequences of the crime after its commission.

8.

Voluntarily appear before the authorities after committing the crime
or prevent unfair incrimination of third parties.

9.

Lack of enlightenment as related to its influence on the commission of
the crime.

11. To take action to defend military or police honor.
Aggravation for Offense against a Government Official
ARTICLE 68
The sentence shall increase when the offense was committed against a
government official while in exercise of his/her functions or position.
Aggravating Circumstances
ARTICLE 69
Are circumstances that aggravate the sentence, unless otherwise provided:
1.

To commit the crime under a state of external war or internal commotion
or in the presence of the enemy.

2.

To commit the crime in the presence of the troop gathered for service
acts.

3.

To act on dishonorable or futile motives.

12. To exploit any role, position or capacity that may render him/her special
authority over the victim.
13. To have committed the crime to carry out or hide another crime or
to ensure for him/herself or another person the product, benefit or
protection from another offense.
16. To commit the offense before or in the presence of subordinates.
17. To try to divert the investigation by placing the blame on others.
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Application of Maximums and Minimums
ARTICLE 70
The maximum sentence may only be imposed upon concurrence of solely
aggravating circumstances, and the minimum, upon concurrence of
exclusively mitigating circumstances.
Probation
Concept
ARTICLE 71
In a first, second or single instance judgment, pursuant to court decision
or upon request of the party, the judge may suspend the execution of a
sentence for a period of probation of two (2) to five (5) years, as long as the
following requirements are met:

Jurisdiction

1.

That the penalty consists of detention or does not exceed three (3)
years of imprisonment.

2.

That the personality, nature and modes of the offense may lead the
judge to assume that the defendant is not in need of correctional
treatment.

3.

That these are not offenses against discipline, service, and honor,
government facilities destined for national security and defense, the
safety of security forces or self-mutilation.

Obligations
ARTICLE 72
Upon granting probation, the judge may demand execution of noncustodial sentences that he may deem appropriate.
Revocation
ARTICLE 73
Should the convict commit a new crime or violate any of the imposed
obligations during the probation period, the judgment shall be executed
immediately.
Expiration
ARTICLE 74
Upon completion of the probation period without the convict incurring
offenses described in the foregoing article, the sentence shall expire upon
previous judicial ruling to such effect.
Parole
Concept
ARTICLE 75
The judge shall grant parole to a convict who has been sentenced to
more than three (3) years of confinement or to more than two (2) years of
imprisonment once he/she has served three fifths (3/5) of the sentence, as
long as his/her personality, good conduct in the correctional facility and
his/her overall background, lead to assume a positive social rehabilitation.
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Relinquishment
ARTICLE 80
The defendant’s relinquishment extinguishes the criminal action, in the
cases and conditions provided in the law.
Amnesty and Pardon
ARTICLE 81
Amnesty extinguishes the criminal action, a pardon only the criminal
sentence.
Prescription
ARTICLE 82
The statute of limitations deletes both the criminal action and the
sentence.
In the case of common crimes, the criminal action shall prescribe pursuant
to the provisions in the ordinary Penal Code for offenses committed by civil
servants.
Renunciation and Officiousness
ARTICLE 88
The statutory period of limitations for the criminal action and for the
sentence shall be issued by the court. The defendant may renounce it.

Jurisdiction

Rehabilitation
ARTICLE 94
Except for absolute separation from the security forces, rehabilitation may
lead to the elimination of other penalties indicated in article 45 of this
code.
When an action is no longer deemed criminal, rehabilitation shall be
generated by operation of law.
Types
ARTICLE 95
The following are security measures:
1.

Internment in a psychiatric facility or an appropriate hospital.

2.

Confinement to a study or work facility, and

3.

Liberty under surveillance.

Under no circumstances shall the mental patient be committed to a prison
facility.
Other Measures applicable to Unsuitable Offenders
ARTICLE 98
Unsuitable offenders who do not suffer a mental illness, shall be imposed
confinement to a government-approved public or particular facility that
may provide industrial, skill or agricultural education or training.
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This measure shall be suspended once it is established that the person has
acquired enough adaptability to function adequately in the environment
where he/she will live.
Offenses against Discipline
Insubordination
ARTICLE 112
Whoever adopts a violent attitude before a lawful service order conveyed in
accordance with legal formalities, rejects it, prevents another to fulfill it, or
prevents his superior from conveying it, or forces him to convey it, shall incur
between two (2) and six (6) years of imprisonment.
Disobedience
ARTICLE 115
Whoever breaches or modifies a lawful service order conveyed by his
corresponding superior in accordance with legal formalities, shall incur
between one (1) and three (3) years of imprisonment.
Assault on a Superior
ARTICLE 118
Whoever physically attacks a superior in rank, seniority or qualifications in
acts related to the service, shall incur between six (6) months and three (3)
years of imprisonment for that single offense.

Jurisdiction

Offenses against the Service
Abandonment of Command
ARTICLE 121
Whoever does not engage in the typical functions of command, executive
authority or direction without just cause for more than twenty-four (24)
consecutive hours during peacetime, or for any length of time during
wartime, internal commotion or severe public disaster, shall incur the
sentences described in the following articles
Abandonment of Supreme and Higher Commands, Chief Executive
Offices or Directorates
ARTICLE 122
Whoever displays the conduct described in the foregoing article shall incure
from one (1) to five (5) years of imprisonment.
Abandonment of Special Commands
ARTICLE 123
Should any of the conducts be consummated by, involved in operations
related either to maintaining public order, to war or armed conflict,
the sentence shall be between six (6) months and three (3) years of
imprisonment.
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Abandonment of Post
ARTICLE 124
Whoever abandons his post for any length of time, falls asleep, gets drunk
or under the influence of stupefying or psychotropic substances while
posting guard or is on active service shall incur one (1) to three (3) years of
detention.
Aggravating Circumstances
ARTICLE 125
Should the offense to which the previous article refers be committed during
wartime or internal commotion, the sentence shall be from one (1) to five
(5) years of imprisonment.
Abandonment of Service
ARTICLE 126
The officer or non-commissioned officer of the security forces, or the agent
or executive personnel of the National Police who abandons the particular
duties of the position for more than ten (10) consecutive days, or does not
appear before the corresponding superior officer within the same period of
time starting from the date indicated in the regulations or superior orders
to fulfill the service duties, or does not appear within the next ten (10) days
after the expiration date of a leave of absence, permit, vacation or its lawfully
notified cancellation, shall incur from one (1) to three (3) year of detention.

Jurisdiction

Abandonment of the Service by Volunteer Soldiers or Professionals
ARTICLE 127
The volunteer soldier or professional who abandons the duties related to
field service or military operations, for any length of time, shall incur one (1)
to three (3) years of confinement.
Desertion
ARTICLE 128
Whoever exhibits any of the following conducts while being incorporated
in military service shall incur from six (6) months to two (2) years of
detention:
1.

Leaves the location where he is doing service without permission for
more than five (5) consecutive days.

2.

Does not appear before the respective superior officers within five (5)
days after the completion date of a turn of relieve, a leave of absence,
a sick leave, a permit, the termination of a commission or other service
activity, or to report for transfer.

3.

Trespasses without authorization the camp limits indicated by the
commander of the troop during military operations.

Those convicted of this offense shall continue doing their military service
for the remainder of the time, once the sentence has been completed.
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Offense of the Sentry
ARTICLE 131
The sentry who falls asleep, shall incur from one (1) to three (3) years of
confinement.
Aggravating Circumstances
ARTICLE 132
Should any of the offenses, be committed during wartime or internal
commotion, imprisonment of one (1) to five (5) years shall be imposed.
Unlawful Liberation of War Prisoners
ARTICLE 133
Whoever sets free a prisoner of war or facilitates his escape without the
power or authorization to do so, shall incur one (1) to five (5) years of
imprisonment.
Omission of Providing Supplies
ARTICLE 134
The member of the security forces who is lawfully in charge of providing
troops with supplies for the fulfillment of military or police activities and
fails to do so in a duly and timely manner, shall incur in one (1) to five (5)
years of imprisonment.

Jurisdiction

Should such omission prove to be detrimental to military or police operations
or actions, the sentence shall be from two (2) to five (five) years.
Offenses against the Interests of Security Forces.
Self-mutilation
ARTICLE 135
The member of the security forces who injures or mutilates him or herself
with the purpose of evading fulfillment of his/her military or police duties or
to obtain his/her retirement or social welfare acknowledgement, shall incur
from six (6) months to two (2) years of imprisonment.
Offenses against Honor
Cowardice
ARTICLE 136
Whoever flees or in any other way eludes his/her responsibility to the extent
of affecting the personnel of the security forces while in zones or areas
where combat operations are under way or in the presence of the enemy
or of criminals, shall incur for such single crime from two (2) to five (5) years
of imprisonment. Should defeat result as a consequence of such crime, the
sentence shall be increased by up to one half.
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Cowardice in Exercising Command
ARTICLE 137
Shall incur from five (5) to twenty (20) years of imprisonment:
1.

The commander who surrenders to the enemy, rebels or seditious
elements or hands over through capitulation or left them behind
without exhausting all the means of defense at his disposal.

2.

The commander who surrenders or joins the enemy, rebels or seditious
elements, due to orders received from a superior who has already
surrendered, or who, upon surrendering, endangers troops, military
or police garrisons, fortifications, that are not under his command, or,
if being under his orders, would not have been compromised by the
military action or operation that originated the capitulation.

Cowardice by Omission
ARTICLE 138
Whoever, in an armed confrontation, should fail to take his place when he
should, or does not remain in the combat zone, or hides, or simulates illness
out of cowardice, shall incur from five (5) to ten (10) years of imprisonment.
Doing Business with the Enemy
ARTICLE 139
Whoever does business with the enemy shall incur from four (4) to eight (8)
years of imprisonment.

Jurisdiction

If it were trade of weapons, ammunition or other military elements, the
sentence shall be increased.
Slander
ARTICLE 140
Whoever makes slanderous comments to another member of the military
or police with respect to military or police duties, shall incur in one (1) to
three (3) years of imprisonment and a fine of one (1) to ten (10) minimum
legal monthly salary.
Libel
ARTICLE 141
Whoever falsely attributes to another member of the military or police an
offense related to his/her military or police duties, shall incur from one (1)
to four (4) years of imprisonment and a fine from two (2) to twenty (20)
minimum legal monthly salaries.
Other Offenses against the Safety of the Security Forces.
Omission in a Shipwreck, Catastrophe or Accident
ARTICLE 164
The commander who, in case of a shipwreck, catastrophe or accident, does
not exhaust all possible means to maintain discipline, or in the case of
rescue operations, does not embark the crew and other occupants on the
available lifeboats, crafts or rafts, shall incur from one (1) to four (4) years of
imprisonment.
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Omission to Help
ARTICLE 167
Whoever, without just cause, does not provide help to a civilian, military or
police vessel or aircraft, whether national or of an allied country, and even
of an enemy country in cases where promise of surrender has intervened,
shall incur from two (2) to six (6) years of imprisonment.
Offenses Against the Civilian Population
Devastation
ARTICLE 174
Whoever, during service actions and without just cause, destroys buildings,
temples, archives, monuments or other public property; or attacks hospitals
or charitable organisations duly identified by the conventional symbols,
shall incur from one (1) to eight (8) years of imprisonment.
Looting
ARTICLE 175
Whoever, during combat operations, takes possession of goods, without
just cause and for his/her own benefit or the benefit of a third party, shall
incur from two (2) to six (6) years of imprisonment.
Extortion
ARTICLE 178

Jurisdiction

Whoever abuses his functions, obligates a civilian to hand over or put at
his/her disposal any type of goods or to sign or surrender any document
which may have legal effect, shall incur from one (1) to five (5) years of
imprisonment.
Offenses Against Public Administration
Influence Peddling to Obtain Promotions, Decorations, Transfers or
Commissions
ARTICLE 184
Whoever cites real or simulated connections receives, forces another to give
or promise to him/her or to a third party money or a gift, with the intention
of obtaining a promotion, an acknowledgement, a transfer or a commission,
shall incur from six (6) months to four (4) years of imprisonment.
Abuse of Special Authority
ARTICLE 185
Whoever, using weapons or force, with violence against persons or things,
commits an arbitrary or excessive act outside the cases specifically provided
as crimes, shall incur for this single act from one (1) to three (3) years of
imprisonment.
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Omission in Providing Special Support
ARTICLE 186
Whoever without just cause refuses or unduly delays support requested as
established in the law, regulations, guidelines, plans, memos or orders, by
the commanding officer of a Force, unit, vessel or aircraft, to provide help in
field operations or in the control of public order, shall incur from two (2) to
five (5) years of imprisonment.
Common Crimes
ARTICLE 195
When a member of the Security Forces, on active service and in relation
to such service, commits a crime provided in the ordinary penal code or
complementary laws, he/she shall be investigated and tried pursuant to the
provisions in the Military Penal Code.
Police Department Courts
ARTICLE 258
The Police Department Courts shall hear first instance trials against executive
personnel, officers and personnel in active military service, personnel of the
Training, Further Training and Technical Schools under their jurisdiction, in
accordance with the administrative organisation established by law.

Jurisdiction

Civil Part
Procedural Limitations of the Civil Party
ARTICLE 310
To the effects of article 74 of the Political Constitution, classified or restricted
documents of the Security Forces, which may be required for a military
criminal procedure, shall be kept in a separate file and the civil party shall
not have jurisdiction over them.
Court Martial
Crimes that Are Tried
ARTICLE 559
Crimes committed by unsuitable persons and crimes for which no special
procedure is provided shall be tried under this procedure.
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Types
ARTICLE 95
Under no circumstances may the mentally ill be placed in a prison facility.
Due Process and Technical Defense
ARTICLE 196
No one may be tried except under pre-existing laws for the action that he/she
is attributed, before a competent judge or court of law and in full compliance
of due process.
Whoever is accused or charged with a crime has the right to a defense and
the assistance of a lawyer freely appointed by him or by the court, and to
communicate freely and privately with him during the investigation phase
and throughout the trial; to public due process without unjustified delays;
to present evidence and to challenge evidence presented against him/her;
to contest the judgment of conviction and to not be tried twice for the same
deed.
Presumption of Innocence
ARTICLE 197
Every person is presumed innocent and shall be treated as such as long as a
final judgment is not ruled on his/her criminal responsibility.

Judicial
independence,
transparency and
good governance

Acknowledgement of Human Dignity
ARTICLE 198
Every person who is charged with a crime has the right to be treated with
due respect to human dignity.
Recognized international standards on human rights and international
humanitarian law shall be observed and under no circumstances, either
may be violated.
Acknowledgement of Freedom
ARTICLE 199
Every person has the right to have his/her freedom respected. No one
may be disturbed personally nor his/her family, or be deprived of his/her
freedom, nor his/her home searched, except by virtue of a warrant issued
by a competent legal authority, in compliance with legal formalities and for
a motive previously defined by law.
Habeas Corpus
ARTICLE 200
Any person unlawfully deprived of his/her freedom, has the right to
invoke habeas corpus before any legal authority at any time, either by him/
herself or through an intermediary, which shall be resolved within thirty
six (36) hours as from the time of request and regardless of the number of
detainees.
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Standard Guidelines for Criminal Proceedings
Rule of Law
ARTICLE 201
In their court orders, judicial officials shall be subject only to the Constitution
and the rule of law.
Fairness, jurisprudence, general principles of law and case law are auxiliary
criteria of court activity.
Standard Guidelines of Criminal Proceeding
Public Notice
ARTICLE 202
Military criminal proceedings shall be public, except as provided for
confidentiality of committal proceedings.
Essential Purpose of the Proceeding
ARTICLE 203
In the interpretation of this code, judicial officers shall take into account that
the essential purpose of the proceeding is the effectiveness of the material
law and the guarantees owed to those involved in it.

Judicial
independence,
transparency and
good governance

Non reformatio in peius
ARTICLE 208
The superior may not aggravate the sentence when only the sentenced
person files an appeal.
In dubio pro reo
ARTICLE 209
Any doubt that may arise in the course of a proceeding shall be resolved in
favor of the accused person, should its elimination not be possible.
Loyalty
ARTICLE 210
The persons who intervene in a military criminal proceeding are obliged to
act with absolute loyalty to the rest of those who are part of the trial and
intervene in its procedures.
Objectivity
ARTICLE 211
Judicial officials shall act with absolute objectivity during the proceeding.
Independence and Autonomy of the Trial Court
ARTICLE 214
Under no circumstances may members of the security forces exercise their
function of control simultaneously with investigation, indictment and trial
proceedings duties.
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Actual Intervention in the Proceeding
ARTICLE 216
The parties to the trial in a military criminal proceeding shall have the right
to challenge the evidence, contest the decisions and take all other actions
authorized by law.
Standard Guidelines of Criminal Proceedings
Prevalence of Standard Guidelines
ARTICLE 218
The standard guidelines are mandatory; they prevail over any and all other
provisions in this code, and serve as the basis for interpretation.
Purpose and Legitimacy
ARTICLE 269
A change of location may be provided when, in the territory where the legal
proceedings are under way, there are circumstances that may affect public
order, objectivity or independence in administering justice, the procedural
guarantees, the administration of justice in open court, the protection of the
accused party or his personal safety.
Procedure
ARTICLE 271

Judicial
independence,
transparency and
good governance

The request shall be duly grounded and accompanied by the evidence
thereof. The superior shall have three (3) days to decide by judicial decree,
which may not be contested.
Conflict of Competences
Notion
ARTICLE 273
There is conflict of competences whenever each of two (2) or more trial
judges or prosecutors claims exclusivity over the hearing or procedure of
a criminal proceeding, or when they deny themselves to hearing the case
because they believe that it is not within the competence of any of them.
Procedure
ARTICLE 274
The conflict may be prompted by an ex officio order or at the request of one of
the parties. The party that raises it shall address the other judge or prosecutor,
presenting the motives for hearing or not the case. If the latter accepts, he
shall assume to hear the case, otherwise, he shall send the proceeding to the
Military Supreme Court or to the prosecutor before this Corporation or to the
Disciplinary Court of the Higher Judiciary Council, in order to have an outright
decision taken there, as the case may be.
Conflict during the Investigation and Trial
ARTICLE 276
Should the conflict be prompted during the investigation, it shall not be
suspended, whatever the decision may be.
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If it is prompted during the trial proceedings, this shall be suspended while
the other is decided, but the annulments that may be legally admissible may
only be decreed by the judge whose jurisdiction has been established.
Impediment and Objection on Grounds of Interest
Causes of Impediment and Objection
ARTICLE 277
The following are causes of impediment:

Judicial
independence,
transparency and
good governance

1.

That the spouse or permanent partner or relative within the fourth
degree of consanguinity, second degree of affinity or first degree of
kinship by adoption of the judge, prosecutor or magistrate, have an
interest in the proceedings.

2.

Be the judge creditor or debtor to one of the parties.

3.

Be the judge a relative within the fourth degree of consanguinity,
second degree of affinity or first degree of kinship by adoption of the
agent or defender of any of the parties.

4.

That the judge, prosecutor or magistrate be or have been the agent or
prosecutor to any of the parties, or be or have been the counterpart to
any of them, or have provided counsel or expressed his/her opinion
about the subject matter of the proceeding, or have served as an expert
or witness thereof, or to have been the complainant or plaintiff.

5.

That there is serious enmity or close friendship between the judge and
one of the parties.

6.

Be or have been the judge tutor, guardian or pupil to one the parties.

7.

To have issued the ruling under revision, or to have been a participant in a
Court Martial within the same proceeding or that the judge. be a relative
within the fourth degree of consanguinity, second degree of affinity or
first degree of kinship by adoption of the subordinate who issued the
ruling that shall be revised, or to have issued the bill of indictment.

8.

That the judge let the terms that the law indicates expire without
acting, unless the delay is duly justified.

9.

That one of the parties, his/her spouse, life partner, or one of his/her
offspring, are dependent of the judge.

10. That the judge, his/her spouse, permanent partner be a silent partner
or an associate/shareholder in a business corporation or limited liability
company to one of the parties.
11. That the judge, his/her spouse, life partner or any of his relatives within
the fourth degree of consanguinity, second degree of affinity or first
degree of kinship by adoption be the heir or legatee to one of the
parties to the court case.
12. Having the judge been legally involved in a criminal or disciplinary
investigation due to a grievance or complaint filed by one of the parties
before the proceedings began.
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Impediments and Objections
Impediment of or Objection to Other Officials or Employees
ARTICLE 278
The causes for impediment of judges, prosecutors or magistrates apply
likewise to Chief Prosecutor’s officials, court clerks, prosecution and trial
clerks who shall inform the corresponding court attorney, judge, prosecutor
or magistrate of the existing impediment, without prejudice to objection by
the interested parties.
Objection and Procedure
ARTICLE 282
The parties may disqualify the official who did not declare himself to be
prejudiced at any time before the proceeding is brought before the court
to enter judgment.
Suspension of Trial and Continuation of Investigation
ARTICLE 283
During the assessment of indictment or the trial stages, the proceeding
shall be suspended from the moment objection is presented or the official
is declared prejudiced until the objection is fully resolved. However, when
still in the investigation phase, the proceeding may continue.

Judicial
independence,
transparency and
good governance
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Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office
Special Functions of the Chief Prosecutor’s Office
ARTICLE 290
The following functions correspond to the official of the Chief Prosecutor’s
Office as party to the trial in the organisation of military criminal justice,
without prejudice to other functions that may correspond to him while
exercising control:
1.

Ensure that human rights and compliance with the guarantees of due
process are respected in every action.

2.

Ensure that the parties to the action act freely in the cases of withdrawal
of suit.

4.

Participate in every trial carried out in military criminal proceedings,

5.

Supervise compliance of the various obligations and conditions
imposed by judges in cases regarding granting of benefits, release
from prison

6.

Ensure compliance with the general principle by which separation
between jurisdiction and command shall exist for the judges at all times.

7.

Safeguard the victims’ right to real access to justice.
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Civil Party
Procedural Limitations of the Civil Party
ARTICLE 310
To the effects of article 74 of the Political Constitution, classified or restricted
documents of the Security Forces, which may be required for a military
criminal procedure, shall be kept in a separate file, and the civil party shall not
have access to them.
Trial Proceedings/ General Provisions
Use of Technology
ARTICLE 311
Scientific and technological means may be used during trial proceedings…
which shall not violate human dignity or impinge upon the basic guarantees
of due process.
Written Record of Proceedings in Spanish
ARTICLE 313

Judicial
independence,
transparency and
good governance

There shall be written record of every proceeding, in duplicate and in the
Spanish language. Whoever is unable to express his/herself in such language
shall do so through an interpreter. The foregoing does not prevent judicial
proceedings from being collected and recorded in audio and/or video
systems; if necessary, their contents shall be taken to the proceeding in
writing upon previous certification by the judge.
Notifications
Judicial Decisions that Require Notification
ARTICLE 340
Notifications shall be issued for the following decisions, in addition to those
expressly indicated in this code:
1.

Judgments, orders of discontinuance of proceeding, judicial rulings on
procedural questions and resolutions.

2.

The following orders of substantiation: The one that orders the practice
of the judicial inspection and expert evidence, the one that orders that
the parties be informed of the expert ruling, the one that orders the
hearing of evidence in the trial, the one that indicates the date and
time for the Court Martial hearing, the one that denies granting an
appeal, the one that informs the parties of the evidence filed, the one
that denies the recourses of appeal and cassation and the one that
declares the initiation of the trial in the special proceeding.

The orders of substantiation not mentioned in the foregoing paragraph
shall be for immediate execution and may not be contested.
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Ordinary Appeals
ARTICLE 353
The appeals of restoration, of appellation and of reconsideration shall apply
against court rulings, which are decreed in military criminal proceedings
and shall be presented in writing, unless otherwise provided.
Reconsideration of Appeal and Procedure
ARTICLE 364
Whenever the recourse of appeal is denied, the affected party may appeal de
facto to his superior.
Evidence/General Provisions
Lawfulness of the Evidence
ARTICLE 394
No evidence may be weighed unless it was ordered, admitted or adduced in
accordance with legal formalities.
Need for Evidence
ARTICLE 395
Every decision shall be based on evidence lawfully offered, gathered or
provided for the proceeding.

Judicial
independence,
transparency and
good governance

Evidence for Conviction
ARTICLE 396
Final judgment of conviction may not be meted out without evidence,
which provides certainty of the crime and the responsibility of the accused
party thereof.
Capture
Rights of the Detaine
ARTICLE 507
Anyone made prisoner shall immediately be informed, and a written record
shall be issued about:
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1.

The reasons for capture and the judge who ordered it.

2.

The right to meet with a defense attorney immediately.

3.

The right to indicate whom to inform about his arrest. Whoever is
responsible for the capture, shall immediately proceed to communicate
the detention to the respective person.

4.

In the case of a preliminary investigation, he/she has the right to
provide a spontaneous version of the offense with which he/she is
being charged, with the forewarning that he/she may remain silent
with regard to the accusation. Such version may only be rendered in
the presence of a defense attorney.

5.

The right to not be held incommunicado.
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Integration
ARTICLE 18
The provisions of the penal, criminal procedure law, civil, civil procedure law
and other codes shall be applicable to topics that are not expressly regulated
in this code, as long as they do not oppose the nature of this code.
Offense
ARTICLE 20
The offenses committed by members of the Security Forces are those set
forth in this code, in the common penal code and in the rules that add to or
complement them.
Judicial Treatment and Publication
ARTICLE 46
All punishment shall be imposed through the pronouncement of judgment.
The judge shall send a copy of the sentence to the National Penitentiary
Institute and to the corresponding office of the Force to which the convict
belongs.
Statutory Period of Prescription of the Crime
ARTICLE 83
The crime prescribes in a time equal to the maximum term of the prison
sentence established by law.

Interaction between
civilian and military
jurisdiction

In the case of common crimes, the offense shall prescribe in accordance
with the provisions that appear in the ordinary Penal Code with respect to
offenses committed by civil servants.
Compensation for Damages
ARTICLE 106
The offense creates the obligation to repair the material and moral damages
derived thereof.
Claimants to Compensatory Action
ARTICLE 107
The individuals or their successors, and legal persons affected by the
offense are entitled to the corresponding compensatory action, which shall
be exercised through contentious-administrative actions pursuant to the
provisions in the Contentious-Administrative Code or the standards that
modify or complement it.
The State’s Obligation to Indemnify
ARTICLE 108
The State is obliged to repair the damages referred to in article 106 of this
code.
Under no circumstances may the military criminal justice sentence the criminally
responsible member of the Security Forces to pay for the damages.
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Common Crimes
ARTICLE 195
Whenever a member of the Security Forces on active service and in relation
with such service commits an offense set forth in the ordinary penal code or
complementary laws, he/she shall be investigated and tried in accordance
with the provisions in the Military Penal Code.
Procedural Unit
ARTICLE 217
For each offense, a single court procedure shall be carried out regardless of
the number of authors or participants, except for constitutional and lawful
exceptions. Related offenses that fall under the military penal law shall be
jointly investigated and tried. Rupture of procedural unit shall not cause
annulment as long as it does not affect fundamental rights and privileges.
Actions Derived from the Offense
ARTICLE 220
An offense committed by a member of the Security Forces on active service
and in relation to the service generates prosecution, which shall be exercised
exclusively by the military criminal authorities pursuant to the provisions in
this Code.
Compensation for the damages thereof shall be obtained through an action
before the contentious-administrative jurisdiction.

Interaction between
civilian and military
jurisdiction

Jurisdiction and Competence
Composition
ARTICLE 235
The Military Supreme Court shall be composed of its President who shall be
the Commanding General of the Military Forces, the Vice President and the
higher Justice Officials of the Courts.
The President shall have the powers established by law for Presidents of
District Supreme Courts and shall swear in the employees appointed by the
Military Supreme Court.
Commissions
ARTICLE 268
The Supreme Court may commission any judicial official or one of its
auxiliary Judges to make inquiries.
The Military Supreme Court and First Instance Judges may commission any
judicial authority in the country of equal or lower status, exclusively, to hear
the evidence and to make inquiries.
The Military Criminal Investigation judges may commission for the same
purpose.
Who Makes Up the Chief Prosecutor’s Office
ARTICLE 291
The Chief Prosecutor’s Office before the military criminal justice is made up
by the Chief Prosecutor and his delegates or officials.
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Extraordinary Appeal for Cassation
Admissibility
ARTICLE 368
The appeal of cassation shall be applicable against second instance rulings on
crimes.

Interaction between
civilian and military
jurisdiction

As an exception, and upon request of the Attorney General, his delegate
or the public defender, the criminal court of the Supreme Court of Justice
may discretionarily accept an appeal of cassation in cases different to
those mentioned above, if deemed necessary for the development of
jurisprudence or the guarantee of basic rights.
Procedure
ARTICLE 372
In the procedure following the concession of the appeal, the procedure
provided in the Criminal Civil Procedural Code for such an appeal shall be
observed.
Service-related Offenses
ARTICLE 2
Service-related offenses are crimes committed by members of the security
forces that result from military or police duties. Pursuant to the evidence
gathered, the judicial authority hearing the proceeding shall determine the
competence in accordance with the constitutional, legal and regulatory
provisions that regulate the activities of the security forces.
Offenses not related to the Service
ARTICLE 3
Notwithstanding the provisions in the previous article, under no
circumstances shall the crimes of torture, genocide and forced disappearance
be considered related to the service, as construed under the terms defined
in international agreements and treaties endorsed by Colombia.

Prosecution and
procedures

Term and Payment in Installments
ARTICLE 51
Having attended to the circumstances in the previous ARTICLE, the judge, upon
imposing a fine or later, may indicate the term for payment or authorize that it
be made in adequate installments, within a period of not longer than three
(3) years, upon previously posting bail.
Amortization through Work
ARTICLE 52
The convicted person may be authorized to pay the fine through unpaid
work, freely chosen by him/her and performed on behalf of the public
administration or the community.
The first instance judge shall determine the work that amounts to such
effect as well as the means of verification and control.
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Criteria to Fix a Sentence
ARTICLE 65
Within the limits established by law, the judge shall fix the sentence in
accordance with the seriousness and the modality of the offense, the
personality of the defendant, the degree of culpability and the mitigating
or aggravating circumstances.
In addition, in order to determine the sentence in the case of attempt at
committing a crime, the degree of approximation to the moment when
the offense was committed; and in the case of complicity, the degree of
effective contribution or help as well as the number of concurring offenses
shall be taken into account.
Probation
Concept
ARTICLE 71
In a first, second or single instance judgment, pursuant to court decision
or upon request of the party the judge may suspend the execution of a
sentence for a period of probation of two (2) to five (5) years.
Security Measures
Judicial Control of the Security Measures
ARTICLE 100

Prosecution and
procedures

The judicial official who heard the proceeding in first or sole instance is
obligated to request information every six months with the purpose of
establishing whether the measure should be continued, suspended or
modified.
Substitution and Extension
ARTICLE 101
The judge may substitute a more appropriate security measure for the
former one during its execution if he/she deems it convenient, depending
on the personality of the individual and the effectiveness of the measure,
and, if necessary, upon previous consultation with an official expert.
The judge may also extend the surveillance whenever it has been breached,
but without exceeding the maximum term of the pre-established sentence
for the respective offense.
Suspension or Cessation of the Security Measures
ARTICLE 103
Suspension or cessation of the security measures shall take place by decision
of the judge upon previous report of an official expert.
Standard Guidelines for Criminal Proceedings
Ex officio Action
ARTICLE 213
The criminal action shall begin and proceed by court order, unless the law
demands a suit or special action.
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General Provisions
Actions Derived from the Offense
ARTICLE 220
An offense committed by a member of the Security Forces on active service
and in relation to the service generates prosecution, which shall be exercised
exclusively by the military criminal authorities pursuant to the provisions in
this Code.
General Provisions
Duty to Report
ARTICLE 221
The member of the Security Forces who is aware of an offense that the
military criminal justice should investigate, shall initiate the investigation
without any delay if he/she has competence to do so; otherwise, he/she
shall inform the competent authorities immediately.
Exoneration from the Duty to Report
ARTICLE 222

Prosecution and
procedures

No person is obliged to file a report against him/herself, against his/
her spouse, life partner, or against relatives within the fourth degree of
consanguinity, second degree of affinity or first degree of kinship by
adoption; nor to report offenses of which he/she may have come to know
due to or on occasion of exercising duties that lawfully entail professional
confidentiality.
Complaint and Petition
ARTICLE 224
In the cases especially provided for in this code, a complaint may be filed
only by the injured party. Were he/she unable or be a legal person, the
complaint shall be filed by the party’s legal representative.
Initiation of Proceeding through a Complaint
ARTICLE 226
Whenever a complaint is required to initiate the investigation into an offense,
such complaint is only necessary at the beginning of such investigation.
The procedure thereafter shall be the same as for an offense subject to
prosecution by operation of law.
Cessation of the Proceeding
ARTICLE 231
The judge shall declare the cessation of the proceeding through an
interlocutory order at any stage of the procedure wherein appears proof
that no offense was committed, or that the accused did not commit the
offense, or that the conduct was atypical, or that the grounds for his/her
actions was the absence of a sense of responsibility, or that the trial could
not be initiated or continued.
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Reference to other Procedures
ARTICLE 233
In all the cases that the judge may have to decide about extra-penal matters,
he/she shall appreciate the evidence in accordance with the corresponding
legislation.
Functions of the Military Criminal Prosecutors before the Military
Supreme Court
ARTICLE 261
The responsibilities of the Military Criminal Prosecutors before the Military
Supreme Court are to:

Prosecution and
procedures

1.

Issue indictment and accuse, for crimes whose legal proceedings are
assigned in the first instance to the Military Supreme Court.

2.

Decide on appeal and de facto appeals interposed against judgments
entered before First Instance Courts and for consultation with respect
to discontinuance of proceedings.

3.

Resolve conflicts of competences of Military Criminal Prosecutors
before First Instance Courts.

4.

Resolve cases of impediment and objection concerning Military Crime
Prosecutors before First Instance Courts.

Functions of Military Crime Prosecutors before First Instance Courts
ARTICLE 262
It corresponds to the [aforementioned holders] to indict and charge, if
admissible, for crimes whose trials fall into the competence of trial judges
before whom they exercise their functions, pursuant to the provisions in
this code.
Competences of Military Criminal Investigation Officials
ARTICLE 264
The Military Criminal Arraignment Judges have jurisdiction to investigate
all crimes heard by the Military Criminal Justice, wherever the action is
committed.
Jurisdiction and Competence
Measures to Avoid the Escape of the Accused Person
ARTICLE 265
Whenever the offense is committed at sea or during operations in
inhospitable territories, or whenever there were no competent judge present
where the action is committed, the commanding officer may only take the
strictly necessary measures to avoid the escape of the accused person until
he may be brought before a competent judge as soon as possible.
Preliminary Investigation Units
ARTICLE 266
The Commanding General of the Military Forces or the Director General of
the National Police Force, may form investigation units integrated by several
judges.
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Commissions
ARTICLE 268
The Supreme Court may commission any judicial official or one of its
auxiliary Judges to make inquiries.
The Military Supreme Court and First Instance Judges may commission any
judicial authority in the country of equal or lower status, exclusively, to hear
the evidence and make inquiries.
The Military Criminal Investigation judges may commission for the same
purpose.
Parties to the Trial
Right to Appoint a Defense Attorney
ARTICLE 294
From the moment of the arrest or from the beginning of the preliminary
or formal investigation, the accused or defendant shall have the right to
appoint a defense attorney who shall assist him throughout the proceeding,
the appeal of cassation and the judicial review.
Right of the Defendant to His Defense
ARTICLE 295

Prosecution and
procedures

The accused or defendant may directly request the practice of evidence,
appeal, relinquish, request release from incarceration, penal subrogation,
take the relevant procedural steps in a judicial proceeding and intervene in
every case authorized by law.
Book Three/Title Five – Parties to the Trial
Duty to Establish the Identity of the Defendant
Article 296
The judge is obliged to fully establish the identity of any and all accused or
defendants, for which he/she shall hear all the necessary evidence.
Mandatory Nature of the Charge of the Public Defender/Assigned
Defense Counsel
Article 302
The charge of the assigned defense counsel is of mandatory acceptance. He/
she may only be excused due to serious or chronic illness, incompatibility of
interests or to being in charge of three or more such defense mandates.
Non-compliance of Duties of the Public Defender
Article 303
The assigned defense counsel that, without just cause, does not fulfill the
duties imposed by the mandate, shall be summoned by the judge to fully
exercise or carry it out, and admonished with a fine of up to two (2) minimum
legal monthly salaries, which the judge shall impose on every refusal.
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Presentation of Evidence
ARTICLE 304
The defense attorney may directly present evidence for criminal and
procedural investigations, which are incorporated through a substantiation
order as long as they are conducive and pertinent.
Civil Party to the Action
ARTICLE 305
The constitution of the civil party exclusively serves the purpose to contribute
to the search for the truth of proceeding-related events. The civil party may
consist of the injured party and, as an intermediary, an attorney at law.
Trial Proceeding/ General Provisions
Use of Technical Means
ARTICLE 311
Scientific and technological means in general may be used during trial
proceedings, whereby science may contribute to the investigation.
Continuity of Committal Proceedings
ARTICLE 312
Proceedings may be heard on any day and at any hour in a trial investigation.

Prosecution and
procedures

Oral Hearing
ARTICLE 314
The person interrogated by the judge, whether it be the defendant
or a witness, shall answer orally without reading or dictating written
statements.
Records
ARTICLE 317
For every action, a record must be extended.
Before signing the statement, it shall be read by all persons who are to sign
it, and the Clerk shall read it out in a loud voice.
Should any inaccuracy, obscurity, addendum or defects be observed, a certificate
shall be issued with the corresponding corrections and clarifications.
There shall be no blank spaces, amendments, abbreviations or erasures In
written records. Errors or faults shall be indicated upon completion.
Inexistence of Statements
ARTICLE 326
For all procedural effects, a formal statement made by the defendant shall
be considered inexistent if taken without the presence of his defender. The
judge shall inform him/her in a timely manner of date and time the formal
statement shall be taken and should he/she not appear, the court shall
appoint an official defender.
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Resolutions, Orders and Rulings
Inalterability of a Judgment
ARTICLE 335
A judgment is neither modifiable nor revocable by the same judge or
by the court that have ruled it, except in case of an arithmetical error, or
an error with respect to the name of the defendant or due to substantial
omission in the resolution part. In any of these cases, the judge may make
the corresponding corrections, clarifications or addendums within the
final judgment term, either following a court order or upon request of the
party.
Interim Rulings of the Military Supreme Court
ARTICLE 337
The presiding magistrate shall issue substantiation decisions while the
corresponding trial court shall issue judgments and the procedural rulings.
The decisions shall be taken by a majority of votes.
Terms
Judicial Term
ARTICLE 350

Prosecution and
procedures

The judge shall indicate the term for those cases, for which the law would
not have established a term.
The judges may not modify the lawful terms.
Appeals
Ordinary Appeals
ARTICLE 353
The appeals of restoration, of appellation and of reconsideration shall apply
against court rulings, which are decreed in military criminal proceedings
and shall be presented in writing, unless otherwise provided.
Extraordinary Appeal of Cassation
Admissibility
ARTICLE 368
The appeal of cassation shall be applicable against second instance rulings
on crimes that are punished with deprivation of liberty whose maximum
sentence is six (6) years or more even if the sanction serves as a security
measure.
The appeal extends to related offenses even if the sentences established for
these are lesser that the sentence indicated immediately above.
As an exception, and upon request of the Attorney General, his delegate
or the public defender, the criminal court of the Supreme Court of Justice
may discretionarily accept an appeal of cassation in cases different to those
mentioned above.
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Entitlement to the Appeal of Cassation
ARTICLE 369
The appeal of cassation may be exercised by the defendant, his/her
defender, the legal representative of the party to the trial, the agent of the
Chief Prosecutor’s Office and the corresponding Prosecutor. The defendant
may not sustain the appeal of cassation unless he is an attorney at law.
Judicial Review before the Military Supreme Court
Admissibility and Grounds
ARTICLE 373
There are grounds for a judicial review of a final judgment of conviction in
the following cases:

Prosecution and
procedures

1.

When two or more persons have been convicted for the same offense,
which could have been committed by only one person or by fewer
than the number of persons convicted.

2.

Whenever a judgment of conviction had been ruled in a proceeding
that may not have been started or continued due to the statutory
limitations for the action, the lack of a lawfully filed lawsuit or petition
or due to any other reasons for rendering the proceeding void.

3.

Whenever new facts or evidence, unknown at the time of hearings,
arise after a final judgment of conviction, which would establish the
innocence of the defendant or his/her condition as unsuitable.

4.

Whenever it should become evident after passing the final judgment
that such ruling was determined by the criminal action of the judge or
a third party.

5.

Whenever there is proof that the ruling for which a revision is requested
was based on false evidence.

6.

Whenever the court or tribunal may have favorably changed the
lawful criteria on which it based the conviction through a judicial
pronouncement.

Entitlement to Judicial Review
ARTICLE 374
Judicial review may be initiated by the defense attorney, by the parties to
the civil action within the military criminal proceeding or by the agent of
the Chief Prosecutor’s Office and by the corresponding military Prosecutor.
Review of the Sentence
ARTICLE 381
Should the court find that the arguments cited were sound, it shall proceed
as follows:
1.
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It shall declare the sentence that is object of the review, void and
shall dictate the corresponding decision in the case of prescription of
a criminal action, of illegitimacy or expiration of a complaint or any
other grounds annihilating the criminal action, as well as in the event
provided in paragraph six of ARTICLE 373 of the Military Criminal
Code.
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2.

In the other cases, the proceeding shall return to a courtroom of the
same status, but different from the one issuing the decision so it may
be processed again starting from the stage of the proceeding that
would be indicated.

Should the review be denied, the proceeding shall be returned to the
corresponding court, leaving a copy of the action with the tribunal.
Freedom of the Defendant
ARTICLE 382
Upon the decision to order the review, the courtroom shall grant probation
to the defendant on condition of bail. Bail shall not be imposed whenever
the judicial review refers to paragraph two of ARTICLE 373 of this Code.
Consequences of the Decision that Exonerates Responsibility
ARTICLE 383
If the decision were a suspension of a proceeding or a final judgment,
the accused or his/her heirs may file charges against the unjust action.
Annulment and Inexistence of Proceedings
Grounds for Annulment
ARTICLE 388
The following are grounds for annulment in a military criminal proceeding:

Prosecution and
procedures

1.

Deficiency of competence of the judge or of the Prosecutor during the
stage of investigation shall not be grounds for annulment because of
the territorial factor.

2.

Proven existence of substantial irregularities that affect due process.

3.

Violation of the right to defense.

Principles that Guide Producing the Declaration of Annulments and the
Validation of Irregular Actions
ARTICLE 392
1.

A proceeding shall not be declared invalid whenever it fulfills its
purpose as long as the right to defense is not violated.

2.

Whoever alleges annulment shall demonstrate that the substantial
irregularity affects the guarantees of the parties to the trial or
disregards the fundamental bases of the investigation and the judicial
proceedings.

3.

The party to the trial who has contributed with his behavior to the
execution of the irregularity may not invoke annulment unless it is the
fault of technical defense.

5.

Only when there is no other procedural means to correct the
irregularity.

6.

Not different to those indicated in ARTICLE 388 of this code.
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Judicial Inspection
Proceedings
ARTICLE 410
Whenever necessary, the judge shall examine the events under inspection
with all of their circumstances.
Expert Assessment
Legal Basis
ARTICLE 413
Whenever an investigation requires specialized knowledge of specific
scientific or artistic nature or requires an expert evaluation, the judge shall
order an expert assessment.
Impediments and Objections
ARTICLE 417
With respect to the experts, the same grounds for impediment and objection
as for judges shall apply.
Objection
ARTICLE 424

Prosecution and
procedures

At any time, before the process enters the judge’s office for handing down
the sentence, any of the parties may object the ruling on the grounds of
error, violence or willful misconduct.
Documents
Furnishing of Documents
ARTICLE 427
The originals or certified copies of documents shall be provided. Were this
not possible, they shall be recognized upon inspection.
Documents
Obligation to Deliver Documents
Article 428
Whoever has in his/her power any documents required in a criminal
investigation has the obligation to hand them in or allow the judge who
request it to review them, except for lawful exceptions.
Statement
Duty to Give a Statement
ARTICLE 430
Every person is obliged to give his/her statement under oath as required in
the proceeding, except for constitutional and lawful exceptions.
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Confession
Requisites
ARTICLE 443
Confession shall fulfill the following requisites:
1.

That it be done before judge.

2.

That the person be assisted by a defense attorney.

3.

That the person be informed of his/her right to not declare against
him/herself.

4.

That it be done in a conscious and free manner.

Inquiry/ Preliminary Investigation
Purpose of the Preliminary Investigation
ARTICLE 451
In case of doubt about the legality of opening an inquiry, the purpose of
the preliminary investigation is to establish whether there are grounds or
not to start criminal proceedings. It shall attempt to move forward with the
necessary measures to establish whether an offense has taken place.
Officials who Participate in a Preliminary Investigation
ARTICLE 452

Prosecution and
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Competence to carry out the preliminary investigation lies with the judge
who has been informed that the offense has taken place, or with the judge
who was entrusted with the proceedings of police interrogation.
Initiation of the Judicial Inquiries
Purpose
ARTICLE 460
The purpose of the judicial inquiries is to gather evidence that shall lead
to the confirmation of the offense and the identification of the authors or
participants to such offense, or to establish the lack of responsibility of one
or the other thereof.
Initiation of Judicial Inquiries
Notice of Initiation of the Formal Investigation
Article 464
The judges immediately shall give notice of the start of the committal
proceedings to the first instance judge, the Chief Prosecutor’s Office and
for strictly administrative purposes, to the commander of the force to which
the defendant belongs.
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Order to Formally Open an Investigation
ARTICLE 467
To start the committal hearings, the official shall issue an order in which, based
on his knowledge about the offense and the evidence gathered to date, he shall
specify the presentation of facts, evidences, proceedings, communications, that
shall be produced to comply with the purpose of the process.
Sanctions
ARTICLE 468
The examining magistrate who does not give notice of the start of the
committal proceedings or does not adapt himself to the terms indicated for
its completion or does not carry out what is commissioned to him within
the established deadline, shall be sanctioned with a fine of one (1) to five
(5) minimum monthly salaries taxable by the Chief Public Prosecutor of the
Nation.
Investigation of the Events
Comprehensive Investigation
ARTICLE 469

Prosecution and
procedures

The judge shall investigate not only the facts and circumstances that
establish the responsibility of the defendant, but also those that relieve
him/her of it or lessen it and may lead to an annulment or discontinuance
of the legal action.
Immediate Inspection
ARTICLE 470
The judge shall order an immediate judicial inspection to search for and ensure
evidence that may be useful to the purposes of the proceeding whenever the
nature of the events so dictates.
Reserved Decisions
ARTICLE 476
The well-founded orders that enact house raids and searches, the retention
of mail, the interception of communications, shall not be made known to
the parties as long as the official considers that such revelation may interfere
with the development of the corresponding investigation. Such orders may
not be contested through any form of appeal.
House Raid, Admissibility and Requirements
ARTICLE 477
Whenever there are substantial reasons to presume that a person against
whom exists an arrest warrant may be found in a building, ship or aircraft,
or that a person, having been a victim of the crime, need to be rescued
from there, or that weapons, tools or effects with which an infraction was
committed or which resulted from its execution may be seized there, the
judge, through a well-founded order that does not require notification,
shall order the corresponding house raid.
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Communication of the House Raid to the Tenant
ARTICLE 480
Only in the case that the notified party refuses to hand over the wanted
person or the object of the investigation, or when the reasons for which
such measure was taken are not distorted, the house raid shall be carried
out, even through forced entry if necessary.
Procedure in House Raids and Searches
ARTICLE 484
In a search, useless inspections shall be avoided; under no circumstances
may the interested party be harmed or molested with actions that are not
strictly necessary to carry out the measure.
Retention of Correspondence
ARTICLE 486
The judge may rule the retention of private mail, postal or telegraphic that
the accused receives or sends out, except that addressed to his defender or
received from him/her. The decision of the judge shall be made known as
classified information to the chiefs of post and telegraphic offices and to the
directors of prison facilities.
Interception of Communications
ARTICLE 490

Prosecution and
procedures

The judge may order, with the sole object of searching for judicial evidence,
that communications made to or received from a certain telephone, be
intercepted by way of magneto phonic recording and that recordings of
interest for the purpose of the process, be added to the file.
The communications of the defense attorney may not be intercepted under
any circumstances.
The judge shall establish the necessary tests to identify the persons involved
in the recorded telephone conversation.
Such recordings shall be transferred to the file by means of a document
certified by the official.
Investigation of Authors and Participants
From Whom Are Statements Received
ARTICLE 491
Statements shall be received from those whom the judge considers an
author or participant, based on the past life and circumstances consigned in
the procedure, or on the fact of having been caught in the act of committing
the crime.
Right to Request to Give Testimony
ARTICLE 492
Whoever is aware of a proceeding in which he/she is criminally accused, he/
she has the right to request the corresponding judge to receive his/her
statement.
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Capture
Capture in the act of Violating the Law
ARTICLE 509
Whoever is apprehended in flagrante shall be taken immediately or as soon
as possible before a judge to start the investigation.
Whenever an offense does not carry a custodial sentence, or demands
sentence of detention or imprisonment of less than two (2) years, there
is no prohibition for granting the benefit of probation. Once he/she has
rendered his/her statement, the detained person shall be released upon
previous signing of a document committing himself to appear whenever
he is summoned to the judge’s office.
If the judge who orders the arrest has jurisdiction to investigate the
criminal offense, he shall initiate the preliminary investigation or committal
proceedings at once, providing certification of the circumstances under
which the detention was made.
Capture
Legalization of the Arrest
ARTICLE 514

Prosecution and
procedures

The judge under whose orders the detainee is held shall have at the most
up to thirty-six (36) hours to legalize such situation, as of the moment he
knows of the capture. He shall issue written instructions to the commander
of the unit to which the offender belongs or to the director of the military
or police confinement facility so he may be kept under custody at the
respective site. The reason for the arrest and the date of the occurrence
shall appear in the order. Once the aforementioned term expires without
the commander of the unit having received the incarceration order, he shall
proceed to release the detainee under the responsibility of the official who
should have produced it. Non-compliance with the foregoing obligation
shall incur the corresponding penal responsibility.
Cancellation of the Arrest Warrant
ARTICLE 518
The judge, who issued the arrest warrant, shall immediately cancel it should
the motives for its justification vanish, under penalty of incurring grounds
for misconduct, punishable with a suspension of up to thirty (30) days
imposed by the corresponding superior, without prejudice of the penal
responsibility that may arise.
Seizure Measures
Definition of the Judicial Situation
ARTICLE 521
Whenever a person is imprisoned, the judicial situation shall be defined
within the next five (5) days through an interlocutory order, with either
a detention order should there be evidence to justify it, or an order for
immediate release. In the latter case, the accused shall sign a document
obliging him to appear whenever he is summoned.
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If the accused were not under custody, the term for resolving the judicial
situation shall be ten (10) days.
Seizure Measures and Material Requirements
ARTICLE 522
Exhortation, posting bail and preventive custody are seizure measures
against punishable defendants, which shall be applied whenever there is
at least one grave piece of circumstantial evidence against the defendant
based on lawfully obtained evidence in the procedure.
Preventive Custody
ARTICLE 529
Preventive custody is appropriate in the following cases:
1.

Offenses with imprisonment sentences whose minimum is or
exceeds.

2.

Offenses against the service or discipline, whatever the imprisonment
term may be.

3.

Whenever the arrest has been made in the act of committing offenses
of willful misconduct or damage beyond intent that carry custodial
punishment.

4.

Whenever the accused unjustifiably abstains from depositing the bail
or personal recognizance bond within the next three (3) days after
notification, or whenever he/she does not comply with the obligations
established on the bail record in which case he/she shall also lose the
bail deposited.

Prosecution and
procedures

Freedom of the Defendant
Grounds for Probation
ARTICLE 539
In addition to what is established in other provisions, the defendant
shall have the right to probation guaranteed by posting of bail or a
personal recognizance bond to ensure his/her eventual appearance at the
proceedings and the execution of the sentence, should there be grounds
for such:
1.

Whenever an arrest warrant is issued based on Paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of
ARTICLE 529 of this code.

2.

When at any stage of the proceedings the accused has been kept in
preventive custody for as long as the time he would have to serve for
the offense of which he is accused.
Who has been kept in preventive custody for the time necessary to
obtain parole shall have served the sentence, whenever the other
requisites for granting probation are met.

3.

When a court in first instance decides on the cessation of a proceeding
or on acquittal.

4.

When the bill of indictment has not been issued before the term of
one hundred and twenty (120) days of actual imprisonment expires.
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5.

Whenever more than one (1) year has passed from the enforcement of
the indictment without the corresponding hearing.

Revocation of Probation
Grounds
ARTICLE 540
Probation may be revoked through a court order or upon request of any of
the parties to the trial at any time if the defendant is non-compliant with
any of the obligations he had undertaken in the order to post bail.
Indictment
Investigation Period
ARTICLE 552
Once the investigation has been completed or the investigation term
expired, the examining military criminal magistrate shall submit the
preliminary proceedings to the corresponding Prosecutor.
Closing of the Investigation and Qualification of the Procedural Value of
the Preliminary Investigation
ARTICLE 553

Prosecution and
procedures

Once he has received it, the corresponding Prosecutor shall study the
procedure. Should he find that the Examining Magistrate did not hear all
the evidence, he shall return the proceedings to him/her so it may be heard
within a period of.
Whenever no more evidence is to be heard or having heard the missing
ones, the investigation shall be closed through a substantiation order.
However, under no circumstances may the closing be decreed if the judicial
situation of the defendant has not been resolved.
Once the order to close the investigation is made final, orders shall be issued
to transfer the parties to the trial for eight (8) days so they may present the
requests they deem necessary in relation to the pretentions of the legal
description.
Material Requisites for Indictment
ARTICLE 556
The prosecutor shall issue an indictment when there is proof of the occurrence
of the offense, its type and also, that there be confession, testimony that offers
serious motives for credibility, serious indications, documents, expert reports or
any other evidence that indicates responsibility of the defendant as an author
or a participant.
The Trial
Control of Legality and Opening Proceedings to Obtain Evidence
ARTICLE 563
Once the hearing judge receives the proceeding through enforcement
of the indictment, he/she shall carry out an analysis of legality in order
to establish whether there is or not grounds for annulment. From this
moment on, the Prosecutor becomes a party to the trial.
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Should grounds for annulment be found, he/she shall so declare and shall
order restitution of the biased action from the moment it occurred, thus
returning the procedure to the examining magistrate or the Prosecutor, as
the case may be.
Final Decisions
ARTICLE 577
Upon completion of its work, the Court Martial shall not leave any situation
unresolved.
Special Procedure
Offenses that Are Tried
ARTICLE 578

Prosecution and
procedures

Offenses against the service, escape of prisoners, improper use of
uniforms and insignias of the Security Forces and those offenses
established in Title Eight, Book Two of this law, known as other offenses,
shall be investigated and ruled by this procedure.
Procedure for First Instance Trials at the Military Supreme Court
Procedure
ARTICLE 580
In proceedings of offenses, which are heard by the Military Supreme Court
in first instance trials, the Court Martial procedure shall apply.
Procedure for Second Instance Trials
Competence of the Superior
ARTICLE 583
The review allows the superior to decide without limitation about the
respective decision. The appeal allows him to review only the challenged
aspects. In the case of a final judgment of conviction, the sentence imposed
may not be aggravated under any circumstances whenever the convict is
the only appellant.
Proceedings
Reconstruction of Lost or Destroyed Files
ARTICLE 318
Once established the loss or destruction of a current case file, the judge
hearing the case shall immediately take all the necessary measures for its
restoration.

Other

Impossibility to Restore
ARTICLE 322
The proceeding that may not be restored may be restarted through a court
order or upon request of the complainant who shall present copy of the
complaint.
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Release
ARTICLE 323
Whenever retrieval of a case file is required, the defendants may request
their release from custody, if one hundred and twenty (120) days have
passed since their incarceration.
Classification
ARTICLE 333
The rulings issued in a military penal procedure are denominated as
follows:
1.

Sentences, if they decide on the object of the proceedings, upon previous
completion of the proceedings of the instance or its annulment.

2.

Orders or interlocutory resolutions, if they resolve an incident or a question
of principle in the course of the judicial proceedings, in such a way as to
deny, recognize, alter or modify a right of the parties to the trial.

3.

Substantiation orders, if limited to dispose any other procedure
provided by the law in order to get the proceeding moving ahead.

Evidence/General Provisions
Specialized Advisers
ARTICLE 408

Other

The judge may request the appointment of experts in a specific science or
technical area from official agencies, whenever the nature of the events
under investigation requires the illumination of such experts. The appointed
advisers shall take office as experts and shall have access to the case file to the
extent that their function requires.
Testimony
Certified Sworn Statement
ARTICLE 434
The President of the Republic, the Vice President of the Republic, The
Ministers, […] General Officials or officers of the Security Forces on active
service, the Brigade Commanders or their equivalent in the various forces,
the Battalion Commanders or their equivalent in the various forces, shall
render their testimony through certified sworn statement, and to this end
they shall be given a questionnaire and a copy of the relevant information.
Whoever abstains from providing the certificate shall incur non-compliance
of his/her duties.
The right to render a sworn statement may be relinquished.
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Initiation of Judicial Inquiries
Confidentiality of Judicial Inquiries
ARTICLE 461
The investigation during judicial inquiries is confidential. Only the
examining magistrate, the trial judge, the prosecutor, the clerks, the Chief
Public Prosecutor’s Office representative, the defendant, his attorney, the
legal representative of the civil party, the experts and their advisers may
take part.
Sanctions for Violation of Confidentiality of Judicial Inquiries
ARTICLE 463
Whoever discloses the contents of the committal hearings altogether or in
part to unauthorized persons before the trial begins, shall incur a fine of one
(1) to five (5) current minimum monthly legal salaries imposed by the trial
judge.
Capture
Suspension of the State of Arrest
ARTICLE 510
The person caught in the act of violating the law shall immediately be
submitted to interrogation. If this were not possible, he/she shall be
summoned to undergo this procedure at a later date.

Other

Having rendered his/her statement, he/she shall be released immediately, and
the necessary measures shall be taken to prevent that he/she eludes justice.
The provisions in the above paragraphs shall only apply when the custody
of the defendant affects the normal course of activities of the Military Forces
or of the National Police, which the judge shall analyze, to whose jurisdiction
the defendant is submitted.
Seizure Measures
Location for the Detention of Members of the Security Forces
ARTICLE 532
Members of the Security Forces shall serve their term in penitentiaries
established by the Security Forces, and if these were not available, in the
detention facilities of the unit to which they belong, with the corresponding
lawful restrictions and limitations.
Rights of the Apprehended Party or Detainee
ARTICLE 536
Every defendant under custody shall be treated with respect to human
dignity and have the right to not be a victim of cruel, degrading or inhumane
treatment.
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Release on Parole
Petition
ARTICLE 597
The convict, who complies with the circumstances provided in ARTICLE 75
of this code, may present a petition for parole before the judge who passed
the sentence in first or sole instance.
Evidence of Committal of a New Crime
ARTICLE 600
Revocation may be decreed by the court, upon request of the Chief Public
Prosecutor’s Office or upon request of those entrusted with the supervision.
Reinstatement
Concession
ARTICLE 601
Reinstatement of rights and public functions shall be conceded by the
Military Supreme Court, upon previous petition by the defendant in
accordance with the standards in this chapter and within the time period
established in ARTICLE 94 of this code.

Other
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ªq?JoGRLRq2C¨a@
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¯¯±ÅËR'Ã
¨qÍ_|¿tÃTL aEÃTIG8Ãä¿txRFÃcEqwRDÁä¿oG%Ãn_CárFâ¿Îr
oR%Ã½b$Ãt æar$ÃrKÃä¿¨oK'ÃoÃâN>ä¿¨tR%ÃNA&ÃTRÃ_ RIL
_¿SH sH ½RJä¿q?JoG¨txRFÃsr¨ÆR%Ãã`pæ¿tE ªÍÃaFÃp
ªoG%ÃÞrAJt TÎÃÆR RxÃä¿ÆRLxrÃä¿ÆRL?Ã½ÃaÁ¨ÝÃa \Ã
TaGCÃRLHCÃTIG8ÃáRG¿
¯¯³ÅËR'Ã
RÍ_?T_LKIÃÆÃÍÃaFÃäáRG\ÃäªÍaF'ÃtxRFÃTLL%ÃÆÃÍÃaFÃÍÃ_|Ásr
ªT?'ÃTL aEÃoR8Ã
ªÆÃr|\ÃTLH NÆÃÍÃaFÃ`Oä
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¯¬®ÅËR'Ã
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ª2C
2C'ÃtR8ÃÆRÃr½R rÃá_
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¯¬°ÅËR'Ã
ÆRFLFÃ aL ½RJ¿ ÃÍr TË\Ã á_F â¿ ¨qHI áRK' qaR t ¨tRIH pG.
ªår _ÃÕrxr-TH?äTIwUÃËR¨æËRÍÃaFÈÍ_ä¨TLwRJ$ÃÆÃ½ÃaÃä
t_'ÃÝaAÃàrË
¯¬±ÅËR'Ã
år _Ãma"r2CÝ_qTaGCÃTLwRJ$Ãår _Ãt t_'ÃÝaAÃàrË
Ía@'ÃSRpn_ÃÃ`ârGâ¿pG.äªiwRrÃTFLFp VÃt TIRIH
ªnO'ÃtR8ÃSRpäT.a$Ãt
TR áRG¿«år _ÃÆÃ½ÃaÁ
TLJFÃnwRrÃáÃ_Ã
¯ÅËR'Ã
Ra rtÃ¨TR TE?TLJFÃäTLIHCÃnwRrÃáÃ_ÃpG.år _ÃÆÃ½ÃaÁt
ªlLFHoHCÃ
TLwR@FÃÆÃ½ÃaÃÕRAFÃá_
¯®ÅËR'Ã
ªtwR@FÃlLFÃÆÃ½ÃaÁÅaR'TrEÆR RÃäáR\Ãn
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®²±ÅËR'Ã
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–qC@ â¿ q sJ s ¨oK'Ã ÍÃa SJ TLI RKÍäax ârG tÃ aLÃ_Ã
ªe'ÃtxRFÃÝa?U" –pG.RÕaN
lLFÃÆÃ_ä
®²²ÅËR'Ã
ÆÃ_änLG>RIKJG.¨TLJ rÃT a>HáRCÃa_'Ãä¿TaGCÃÆÃrFHáRCÃ_wRFÃ
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p2E rÄÃ_Ã¨ÝÃ_\ÃcElLF¨æaGCÃtwRJ$ÃlLFÃÅR@FpG.ä
ªoaFÈÍRpTäRä¿sË¿T
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áR2LCt l%Ã
®µ°ÅËR'Ã
ä¿oKIHârG¨tIaÃlLFÃä¿tw_'ÃæaÃTÃ_`Jä¿àRF ÃTB%`J
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ªaBJÃÅËR Áår Ëä¨TËRCÃ
ÕR _Ãt qLH s _'Ãl
®µ±ÅËR'Ã
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æaGCÃtwRJ$ÃârRFÃ –µµµáRC±®®ârRFÃ¶RLrrTÍrKI
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®®°ÅËR'Ã
gF årG>Ãá_Fâ¿pG.¨ârRFÃÃ`t T|RTE?RKLH Ñr?J'ÃÆR%Ãt
S¨ârRFR2HRCÃpä¿ÍËRaL âRâP ªTrFCHSr'ÃnCEÃpÍa@'Ã
ªtrRFÃqH/ãÃrGá_Fâ¿
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®®²ÅËR'Ã
årG>Ã ã` ârG ¨owÃa$Ã å_Á âN> æaH TÍäax årG>Ã ârG R_J
o RI RKC nRCÃ oL ÆÃ½ÃaÃ aL t R¿ ªæaÃ t ½_H gF TÍäax
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år _ÃÝRFÁ
®¯ÅËR'Ã
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ªæ_LK6
åa¿ÆÃ½ÃaÁsÁTRÃ
®¯¯ÅËR'Ã
a_FárF¨TLwRJaL nwRt UÃRKL txRFÃsH StÃÆR%Ãnt
ªSRJ'Ãia>ÃilER-TË\Ã
TaGCÃRLHCÃTIG8ÃáR¿2aGCÃ2LwRJ$ÃárICÃÄÃráRK
®²ÅËR'Ã
¶tHR-TaGCÃRLHCÃTIG8ÃáR¿âraGCÃârLwRJ$ÃárICÃÄÃre
RLHCÃTIG8ÃRKJsä\ÃTÍ_Ãt oG%RetÃowÃa$R¨áRKÃäkLLG ©
ªTaGCÃ
TÍ_ÃoRáR¿ªÅÍËR|ÆÃÍÃa_xT r a'ÃiÃrÃäÝRJÃârC n ©®
ªår _ÃÆÃ½ÃaÁÝRFÁÅÍR>Ãäsä\Ã
oRáR¿2aGCÃ2LwRJ$ÃárICÃÄÃr2ªÑR?ÃÆR ÃbTr ©¯
ªsä\ÃTÍ_Ã
áR¿oKLH ÒÃa ÃÆRä2aGCÃ2LwRJ$ÃárICÃÄÃriJÆRn ©°
ªsä\ÃTÍ_ÃoR
sä\ÃTÍ_ÃoRáR¿2aGCÃ2LwRJ$ÃárICÃÄÃráRK
®²®ÅËR'Ã
¨nqâRâÁáRKÃäkLLGR¨ÙoKLÁÍR>'ÃÑR?ÃlÄR|¿×e
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TLJ\ÃÆÃ½ÃaÃÝRFÁä¿lLHC
¬¯ÅËR'Ã
aL&Ã aaF TCÃa _C ¨txRFÃ p ÍÃaF TLJ\Ã ÆÃ½ÃaÃ ÝRFÁ ä¿ lLHC o
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TLwRJ$Ãår _ÃÆÃ½ÃaÁt TLwaÃ_ ÃrFÃ
TLwRFHÃ
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TrFCHSr'ÃnCEÃp TRJÃåäR _Ã
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RIL äT_&Ãt nRCÃTRCÃÆÃrFÃ½R@ ¿_¿qGaæ`ÃTrFCHSr'ÃnCEÃ
ÆRAHÃnpRa?ägF RKL aBJÃo¨TLwRJår ËQ>Jë ¨T_&Rn?
ªârRFÃÃ`áRG\RF ¨TaGCÃTLwRJ$Ã
ÖÃSÃä
®®ÅËR'Ã
âäËÕa>¨RLwRFHRKJ æaÃST.aÕrroHCæ`ÃTRCÃÆÃrFÃr@
ÖPÃÍr árFcGCÃTRt ä·m`ÆRL?Ãq_URÃÌÁ¨æaÃt ½RAÁ
ªT?'ÃÆRAHÃ
ÖÃSÃäp½RE Ã
®®®ÅËR'Ã
TÍËæ¿pqÍR¿p ä¿owÃ_ÃqFL Íp ä¿qäÎp ä¿qEp ÖÃsH aêî ë _¿
p ÖÃsH ä¨TL_'Ãsä\Ãä¿ÅaR?'ÃpTLRÃä¿S?CÃTÃapTCÃaÃs
ªRLJKÃaTLrRFÃTLRJÃpÒaETA>¿TÍR/ÍR Át ä¿SRKoH owÃa
°°

æaGCÃtwRJ$ÃârRFÃ –µµµáRC±®®ârRFÃ¶RLrrTÍrKI
T_&RTAa'ÃowÃa$Ã
®ÅËR'Ã
T#RJÃäTRCÃÆÃrFÃ½R@ ¿RKGatÃowÃa$ÃmHT_&RTAa'ÃowÃa$Ãp_C
TAHÃË_"¨TCI'ÃTËRF äªT a>Rä¿æaGCÃoKHI áRK'oKaRp
TÍr_ÃÑr?JÃilER-¨ÑR?ÃTL@FÃt aBJRT?'ÃTLwR@FÃ
ªTRCÃÆÃrFÃàRÍÓR>JTIBJ'ÃTLILBJÃäTLrRFÃä
T_&RTAa'ÃaL owÃa$Ã
¯ÅËR'Ã
p_Cê ë â¿àÃr\ÃpàRæNÎr¨TFRÃÅËR'Ãt qLH Ñr?JrRi
ÅËÍÃrÃRKREaC¨æaFÃ½REÃäÅËRÃäS`CÃowÃaT_&RTAa'ÃowÃa$Ã
ªRLrrRKLH UCätÃTLä_ÃÆÃ_RC'ÃäÆRLREÃt
ÓR¿sH i _ÃäTHK'Ã
±ÅËR'Ã
__"TFRÃÅËR'ÃÝäa ÅR Ãai¨mÌ_Cä¿TÃaDÃÒa _J txRFHpG.
¥¯¤ Ç ÎäR  Åa à t ¨TRJ'Ã ÓR\R RKC _ ]I ä¿ i _H THK
ªâRI@Ã`¿_C¨ÆÃrJ
nICÃla p ËÃ_Ã
±®ÅËR'Ã
ârGVL¨nRFâäËnICÃla p TÃaDÃË_â¿qLH árGIHÉRIÃpG.
ªiI'Ã]R?ä¿TRCÃTH?'Ãn¿pqËOäãÍRLÃt Ta%ÃqârGI
ªTRaÃälFÃTFa m`ä¨Ã`K]H?æ`ÃnICÃsä\ÃTÍ_ÃtxRË_ä
TrFCÃ__"aLRC
²±ÅËR'Ã
nCEÃ ÅÍrA& RC TrFCÃ txRFÃ lA ¨ârRFÃ RË_ tÃ Ëä_%Ã ÍR Á t
Ýäa ä¨S`ÃÝÃaÃTÍËä¨oK'ÃTL?ä¨qáRLFÃTFa äTrFCHSr'Ã
ª__>Ãä¿kLEÃ
TÍ_ÃÍR Ãt `OTäR8ÃTRt TrFCÃ__RFLF"¨mÌsÁT RxRä
ä¿åaGÃTLRCEÃ¨O ÃrÃTRt ä·nCEÃáR6ÁTB%pÄaFHåaD?Ãä¿åaGÃ
ªTrFCHTr'ÃàRC \ÃË_ ¨Ë_CÃTRt ä·Å_ R'Ãä¿ßÃaåaD?Ã
`LEJÃT äa>TrFCÃâN>
árKE'Ã
³ÅËR'Ã
RLwRFH¨txRFHpG.¨Å_ÃrÃä¿TLRÃä¿sä\ÃTÍ_ÃpTrFCÃiLroG%Ãt
¥®¤2JpÍRÃÅ_'`LEJÃlHCâ¿¨a\ÃqIKpSH sH ½RJä¿q?JoG
ªÆÃrJ¥±¤cIsÁ
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®²´ÅËR'Ã
ä¿twR@k ræ¿Ä_Jâ¿RLHCÃà_CÃTIG8pG.¨ÆÃ½ÃaÃaLLnLt
ªp_ R'Ã2LwR@FÃqÍrN
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®µ¬ÅËR'Ã
ÝÃa ¿ p ãÍR R TaGCÃ TLwRJ$Ã TÃ_CÃ áRB t TRCÃ TRLJÃ nLä e
ÆRL?R¨TLRaÃTEL rÃTäÃbt qeR/mÌaLDàÃâäË¨år _Ã
¶TLRÃ
ªTRCÃTRLJÃàRI ¿âräÃbp`Ãp
®µÅËR'Ã
ãÀääTáRCÃt _'ÃæaGCÃtwRJ$Ã½R@FÃáR¿TRCÃTRLJÃàRI NárF
ªãrH/ä¿
fFJRæËRCÃaL pCAÃ
n|\Ã

ÑR?Ã2n REÃ
ÑR?Ãät_'Ã
æaGCÃ

¯²´ÅËR'Ã
t ÅÍRÃÍ_#¨mÌiäªowÃa$Ãp ¨TLRÃTÍ_ÃáRG¿_x¨fFJÃår ËáRF
¶TLRÃÅaFEÃsÁÞRLÃÃ`
nF â¿ ¨Ãa_F ¨RLHCÃ à_CÃ TIG8 TCRÃ ÆRRJ$Ã TIG8 pG. ¨TLwRJÃ TE?
ä¿TáRCÃt _'ÃSH sH ½RJ¨ã ¿ÅÍr`'ÃmHÅaRDÆRt pCAÃår Ë
ÞrF%ÃâRIxä¿½R@FÃoGÍÃ_?RÍäaxmÌaCR_J ¨tR8Ãä¿¨qHLä
ªTLR\Ã
ÆÃ½ÃaÃ
¯³®ÅËR'Ã
ÆRC Ãa'ÃârRt RKLH Ñr?J'ÃÆÃ½ÃaR_LFÃo¨pCAÃ]J'tRÃ½ÃaÃt
ªtwRJ$Ãt_'Ã
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æaGCÃtwRJ$ÃârRFÃ –µµµáRC±®®ârRFÃ¶RLrrTÍrKI
frCÃår Ët l%ÃÄR|¿
¬³ÅËR'Ã
Sr'ÃnCERâäÍa@'ÃârrJC'ÃÑR\Ãä¿¨oKÍää¿¨ârLCLAÃÑR\Ã
RR@ à p áRF tÃä ¨TRJ'Ã frCÃ år Ë i Í t l%Ã oK TrFCH
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¬´ÅËR'Ã
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ÆÃrFÃr@ sH oGâ¿æaGCÃtwRJ$Ã½R@FHàÃr\ÃpàRæNÎr
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TËRCÃ]J$Ã
µ±ÅËR'Ã
t qLH Ñr?J'Ãáa$ÃSGaäT_&Ãt R TRCÃÆÃrFÃr@ ârGR_J
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ªæaGCÃtwRJ$ÃârRFÃÑr?JRF qIRä
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®³ÅËR'Ã
ä¿ 2H REÃ Ë_ âR R¿ ¨Å_Ãä år _ á_FÃ o TrFCH Sr nC n p
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TrFCHSr'ÃnCEÃp TRJÃåäR _Ã
®®¬ÅËR'Ã
RIL äT_&Ãt nRCÃTRCÃÆÃrFÃ½R@ ¿_¿qGaæ`ÃTrFCHSr'ÃnCEÃ
ÆRAHÃnpRa?ägF RKL aBJÃo¨TLwRJår ËQ>Jë ¨T_&Rn?
ªârRFÃÃ`áRG\RF ¨TaGCÃTLwRJ$Ã
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ªTÍÃËÃÆR ÎRJ'Ã
ÑR?ÃäTLwR@FÃTAHÃâN>
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®¯±ÅËR'Ã
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ªârRFÃÃ`TCL i
TrFCHSr'ÃnCEÃ
®¬ÅËR'Ã
Ã`t Txr'ÃmHtTRCÃÆÃrFÃ½R@ ¿RKGatÃTrFCHTr'ÃàRC \Ã
ªTHIG'ÃäTL RxÃ_ ÃrFÃt ä¨áRCÃtwRJ$ÃârRFÃt RKLH Ñr?J'Ãä¨ârRFÃ
a>JÃäTLwR@FÃTE?Ã
°²ÅËR'Ã
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TLwRJ$Ãår _ÃáËRFÅ_
´¯ÅËR'Ã
t RKLH Ñr?J'ÃTrFCHs?\Ã_HäRpÎt@-TLwRJ$Ãår _ÃáËRF
ªTaHÅ_LFTrF URÃÌÁârRFÃ
ârRFÃt ÅËÍÃrÃáRG\ÃilER-TLwRJ$Ãår _ÃáËRFTËRCÃTJ$ÃTRt
ªTRCÃT_&ÃËÃa ¿RKGatÃTrFCHTr'ÃàRC \RlHCRIL áRCÃtwRJ$Ã
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